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Review Item Discrepancy (RID) number REQ-086, filed against the S&OC 
Requirements Document (JWST-RQMT-002032) at the S&OC System Requirements 
Review requires the provision of supplemental information to effect its closure. The RID 
states: 
 
REQ-086: Traceability to GSRD & MRD, Document does not have a table 
showing all [Ground Segment requirements] have been traced. Also several times 
there is a liberal interpretation of GS (example SOC 1569 with GS-145, soc-1623 
& gs181). 
 
The RID closure action includes the provision of a table containing all current Ground 
Segment Requirements Document requirements, showing how the S&OC requirements 
trace to them.  This report provides that information. 
 
The appendix to this report provides a DOORS report that shows the flowdown from 
each requirement in section 3.7 of the GSRD to the S&OC requirements that have been 
linked to it.  The report demonstrates that every requirement in 3.7.1 has been flowed to 
at least one S&OC requirement.  Requirements currently traced to Institutional Systems 
or Common Systems requirements are also shown.   
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 Appendix: GSRD to S&OC Traceability 
 
JWST Ground Segment Requirements Document  Level 3 Requirement 
CHARACTERISTICS OF SUBORDINATE 
ELEMENTS 
 
The allocated Ground Segment requirements are 
captured in this section, organized by the three 
Ground Segment elements.   
 
3.3.1  Science and Operations Center 
 
3.3.1.1 Operations  Support 
 
3.3.1.1.1  S&OC Facility Support for Science 
Mission Lifetime 
 
GS-126  The S&OC shall provide the facilities to 
support a mission lifetime after commissioning of a 
minimum of five years.  
3.3.4.1.4.1 
The design of the Engineering Data Archive shall be 
scalable to a capacity of at least 2.88 TBytes of Recorded 
Engineering Telemetry Data over a 10-year mission. 
 
 
3.1.1.2.1 
The S&OC shall provide the facilities to support a mission 
lifetime of five years after commissioning.  
 
 
3.3.4.1.3.3 
The FOS shall be capable of storing in the Engineering 
Data Archive at least 1.44 TBytes of Recorded Engineering 
Telemetry Data over a 5-year mission. 
 
 
3.4.2.3.5 
The DMS shall be capable of storing in the Science Data 
Archive at least 52.3 TBytes of Science Data over a 5-year 
mission. 
 
 
3.4.2.5.1 
The design of the Science Data Archive shall be scalable to 
a total capacity of at least 104.6 TBytes of Science Data 
over a 10-year mission. 
 
3.3.1.1.2  S&OC Support of Launch and 
Commissioning Phases  
 
GS-127  The S&OC shall be capable of 24 hours per 
day/seven days per week operations in support of 
Observatory data communications during the launch 
and commissioning phases.  
3.3.7.1.5 
The FOS shall be capable of 24 hours per day/seven days 
per week operations in support of Observatory data 
communications during the launch and commissioning 
phases.  
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3.3.1.1.3  S&OC Support for Mission 
Operations  
 
GS-129  The S&OC shall be used to maintain and 
operate the JWST Observatory from launch to the 
end of the mission.  
3.3.4.4.1.6 
The FOS shall provide a capability to retrieve selected 
Observatory Subsystem Calibration Data and generate 
Engineering Trending Products over the life of the mission 
for the purpose of long-term trending of Observatory 
performance. 
 
 
3.4.1.3.2.4 
The DMS shall receive Definitive Ephemeris Data from the 
FOS. 
 
 
3.3.1.5.2.3 
The FOS shall send Stored Command Data to the DMS. 
 
 
3.4.1.5.1 
The DMS shall be capable of being tested under realistic 
operational loads without affecting ongoing operations. 
 
 
3.2.1.1.1 
The PPS shall protect all Scientific, Engineering and 
Research (SER) data and functions accessing the data in 
accordance with NASA Procedural Requirements (NPR) 
2810.1 and Goddard Procedures and Guidelines (GPG) 
2810.1. 
 
 
3.2.1.2.1.8 
Access to PPS functions shall be restricted to authorized 
users, except where public access is explicitly required. 
 
 
3.3.7.1.4 
The FOS shall conduct operations during the 
commissioning of the JWST Observatory. 
 
 
3.3.7.1.1 
The FOS shall conduct operations in support of JWST 
launch. 
 
 
3.4.2.1.8 
The DMS shall archive Definitive Ephemeris Data. 
 
 
3.2.5.1.1 
The PPS shall plan operations during the transfer of the 
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Observatory to the operational orbit. 
 
 
3.1.1.2.2 
The S&OC shall provide facilities that have office space 
and equipment with access to computing facilities for up to 
100 co-located project personnel (such as instrument 
engineers, project staff, etc.) within the building housing 
the control center. At least half of the offices are to be on 
the same floor and next to the control center. 
 
 
3.2.5.1.3 
The PPS shall plan operations required to commission the 
JWST Observatory in accordance with the JWST 
Observatory Commissioning Plan, JWST-PLAN-000240. 
 
 
3.3.4.4.1.5 
The FOS shall provide a capability to retrieve selected 
Engineering Telemetry Data and generate Engineering 
Trending Data Products over the life of the mission for the 
purpose of long-term trending of Observatory performance. 
 
 
3.4.2.1.6 
The DMS shall archive Stored Command Data.  
 
 
3.1.1.1.4 
The S&OC shall provide a viewing area for the control 
center (real-time systems) that provides for public, very 
important person, press, and other visitor access on a 
controlled basis.  
 
 
3.3.1.4.9.1 
The FOS shall send Observatory Command Data to the 
JWST Launch Facility in accordance with the JWST Flight 
Observatory to Launch Segment Interface Requirements 
and Control Document, JWST-IRCD-002000. 
 
 
3.3.7.1.3 
The FOS shall conduct operations during the transfer of the 
Observatory to the operational orbit. 
 
 
3.2.1.5.1 
The PPS shall be capable of being tested without affecting 
ongoing operations.   
 
 
3.4.1.2.1.7 
Access to DMS functions shall be restricted to authorized 
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users, except where public access is explicitly required. 
 
 
3.4.1.1.1 
The DMS shall protect all Scientific, Engineering and 
Research (SER) data and functions accessing the data in 
accordance with NASA Procedural Requirements (NPR) 
2810.1 and Goddard Procedures and Guidelines (GPG) 
2810.1. 
 
 
3.1.1.1.5 
S&OC facilities shall provide the JWST Mission 
Operations Team with access to observatory telemetry, 
communications network and post-processing functions to 
support commissioning and mission rehearsals beginning 
no later than six months before launch. 
 
 
3.3.1.4.9.2 
The FOS shall receive Observatory Telemetry Data from 
the JWST Launch Facility in accordance with the JWST 
Flight Observatory to Launch Segment Interface 
Requirements and Control Document, JWST-IRCD-
002000. 
 
 
3.3.1.5.2.4 
The FOS shall send Definitive Ephemeris Data to the DMS.
 
 
3.4.1.3.2.3 
The DMS shall receive Stored Command Data from the 
FOS. 
 
3.3.1.1.4  S&OC Single Shift Operations 
 
GS-130  The S&OC shall be capable of supporting 
the safe, continuous operation of JWST with 8 hours 
per day, 5 days per week staffing commencing one 
year after launch and in the absence of anomalies.   
3.3.6.2.1 
The FOS shall be capable of supporting the safe, continuous 
operation of JWST with 8 hours per day, 5 days per week 
staffing within one year after launch provided there are no 
anomalies that prevent this.  
 
3.3.1.1.5 S&OC  Unattended  Operations
   
 
GS-132  The S&OC shall have an unattended 
operational mode that monitors flight system 
telemetry and Ground Segment status autonomously, 
and automatically alerts on-duty and/or remote, off-
duty personnel of system problems requiring human 
intervention.   
3.3.1.4.1.7 
The FOS shall send Anomaly Notifications to on-site and 
off-site flight operations personnel. 
 
 
3.3.6.1.4 
The FOS shall be able to autonomously create Anomaly 
Reports. 
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3.3.6.1.1 
The FOS shall be able to autonomously establish and 
execute communications contacts with JWST via the DSN. 
 
 
3.3.6.1.2 
The FOS shall be able to autonomously generate Anomaly 
Notifications that alert on-site and off-site personnel of 
Observatory and ground segment problems that are detected 
by autonomous monitoring.  
 
 
3.3.6.1.3 
The FOS shall provide a capability for a user to 
acknowledge receipt of an Anomaly Notification.  
 
3.3.1.1.6  S&OC Information Exchange with 
Observatory 
 
GS-297  The S&OC shall exchange information with 
the JWST Observatory in accordance with the JWST 
Flight Observatory to Ground Segment Interface 
Requirements Document (JWST-IRD-000696). 
3.3.1.4.3.2 
The FOS shall receive Observatory Telemetry Data in the 
format specified in the JWST Flight Observatory to Ground 
Segment Interface Requirements and Control Document, 
JWST-IRCD-000696. 
 
 
3.2.1.2.6.1 
The PPS shall generate Observation Plan Data in the format 
specified in the JWST Flight Observatory to Ground 
Segment Interface Requirements and Control Document, 
JWST-IRCD-000696 (TBD). 
 
 
3.3.1.4.3.1 
The FOS shall generate Observatory Command Data in the 
format specified in the JWST Flight Observatory to Ground 
Segment Interface Requirements and Control Document, 
JWST-IRCD-000696. 
 
 
3.4.1.2.2.1 
The DMS shall receive Recorded Observatory Telemetry 
Data in the format defined in the JWST Flight Observatory 
to Ground Segment Interface Requirements and Control 
Document, JWST-IRCD-000696, and the JWST S&OC 
Element to Institutional Systems Element Interface Control 
Document, JWST-IRCD-002970. 
 
3.3.1.1.7  S&OC Science and Mission 
Operations Planning 
 
GS-137 The  S&OC  shall  plan JWST science and  3.1.2.4.1
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mission operations.    The S&OC shall support use of the FGS-TF in an imaging 
mode through synchronized operation of the short- and 
long-wavelength focal plane arrays (TBD). 
 
 
3.1.2.3.3 
The S&OC shall support use of the MIRI in an Integral 
Field Unit (IFU) mode for R~3000 spectroscopy (TBD). 
 
 
3.1.2.3.1 
The S&OC shall support use of the MIRI in an imaging 
mode. 
 
 
3.1.2.2.3 
The S&OC shall support use of the NIRSPEC in an Integral 
Field Unit (IFU) mode for R~3000 spectroscopy (TBD). 
 
 
3.1.2.2.1 
The S&OC shall support use of the NIRSPEC Micro-
Shutter Array (MSA) in an R~100 mode for multi-object 
spectroscopy (TBD). 
 
 
3.1.2.1.2 
The S&OC shall support use of the NIRCAM in a 
coronagraphic mode (TBD). 
 
 
3.1.2.1.1 
The S&OC shall support use of the NIRCAM in an imaging 
mode through synchronized operation of the short- and 
long-wavelength focal plane arrays in each of the two 
NIRCAM modules. 
 
 
3.3.1.5.1.1 
The FOS shall send DSN Contact Schedules to the PPS. 
 
 
3.2.1.3.1.1 
The PPS shall receive DSN Contact Schedules from the 
FOS. 
 
 
3.2.1.2.1.6 
The PPS shall make a Long-Range Plan available to JWST 
observers. 
 
 
3.2.3.1.1.2 
The PPS shall generate a Long-Range Plan for the pool of 
JWST Observations accepted for execution during an 
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annual observing cycle. 
 
 
3.2.3.3.1.2 
The PPS shall identify and select Guiding Reference Stars 
for all JWST operations that require precise attitude control.
 
 
3.2.3.1.1.1 
The PPS shall plan JWST science and mission operations. 
 
 
3.2.3.1.2.1 
The PPS shall schedule JWST Observations to achieve a 
time-weighted mean S/N within 5% (TBR) of the optimum 
time-weighted mean S/N with respect to background and 
stray light over a one-year period. 
 
 
3.2.3.1.1.12 
The PPS shall plan operations required for engineering 
tests.  
 
 
3.2.2.1.7 
The PPS shall provide a capability for proposers to specify 
absolute timing constraints on observations in JWST 
Proposals. 
 
 
3.2.3.2.1.6 
The PPS shall ensure that planned mission-critical 
operations, including orbit maintenance and flight software 
maintenance, are scheduled during communications 
contacts. 
 
 
3.3.2.1.1.2 
The FOS shall plan ground system operations for routine 
activities.  
 
 
3.3.2.1.1.1 
The FOS shall plan daily communications contacts with 
JWST via the DSN as specified in the JWST S&OC 
Element to Institutional Systems Element Interface Control 
Document, JWST-IRCD-002970. 
 
 
3.2.3.3.2.4 
The PPS shall identify Guide Star positions with an 
accuracy of 0.3 arc-seconds. 
 
 
3.2.3.1.1.5
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The PPS shall plan operations required to execute Science 
Proposals.  
 
 
3.3.2.1.1.3 
The FOS shall produce an Operations Schedule that 
identifies planned operations activities and all data required 
for uplink to the Observatory.  
 
 
3.2.2.1.15 
The PPS shall plan and schedule calibration and 
engineering activities through the specification of 
Engineering Proposals. 
 
 
3.2.3.3.1.1 
The PPS shall identify and select Guide Stars for all JWST 
operations that require precise attitude control.  
 
 
3.2.3.2.2.2 
At scheduling time, the PPS shall estimate the duration of a 
sequence of JWST Visits of 10 +/- 1 days in duration to 
within +/- 5% of its true duration 95% of the time, 
assuming all visits execute successfully. 
 
 
3.2.1.2.4.1 
The PPS shall receive DSN Contact Schedules in the format 
specified in the JWST S&OC Element to Institutional 
Systems Element Interface Control Document, JWST-
IRCD-002970. 
 
 
3.3.1.4.1.1 
The FOS shall make an Operations Schedule available to 
flight operations personnel. 
 
 
3.1.2.2.2 
The S&OC shall support use of the NIRSPEC MSA in an 
R~1000 mode for multi-object spectroscopy. 
 
 
3.1.2.2.4 
The S&OC shall support use of the NIRSPEC in a single-
slit spectroscopy mode (TBD). 
 
 
3.1.2.3.2 
The S&OC shall support use of the MIRI in a 
coronagraphic mode (TBD). 
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3.1.2.3.4 
The S&OC shall support use of the MIRI in a low-
resolution spectroscopy mode for R~100 slit spectroscopy. 
 
 
3.1.2.4.2 
The S&OC shall support use of the FGS-TF in a 
coronagraphic mode (TBD). 
 
3.3.1.1.8  S&OC Science and Mission 
Operations  
 
GS-138  The S&OC shall conduct JWST science and 
mission operations.   
3.3.4.4.1.7 
The FOS shall provide a capability to retrieve selected 
Ground System Status Data and generate Engineering 
Trending Data Products over the life of the mission for the 
purpose of long-term trending of ground system 
performance. 
 
 
3.4.4.3.2 
For designated JWST Visits containing up to 10 GBits of 
compressed science data, the DMS shall generate Science 
Data Products and make them available to users of the 
Science Data Archive within 3 hours of receipt 95% of the 
time during normal operations. 
 
 
3.3.3.3.1.5 
The FOS shall receive and process Ground System Status 
Data concurrently with Observatory Telemetry Data. 
 
 
3.3.3.1.1.1 
The FOS shall establish and execute communications 
contacts with JWST via the DSN. 
 
 
3.3.1.1.1 
The FOS shall provide a Normal Operations Mode, in 
which all interfaces are configured to the operational 
interfaces, which will be used to support normal science 
operations, contingency operations and safe mode recovery. 
 
 
3.3.3.1.1.2 
The FOS shall provide a capability to autonomously 
execute ground system operations.  
 
 
3.3.4.1.1.3 
The FOS shall store Ground System Status Data in the 
Engineering Data Archive. 
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3.3.1.1.9  S&OC Real-time Observatory 
Routine Activities Interaction 
 
GS-139  The S&OC shall support real-time 
interaction with the Observatory for routine 
activities. 
3.3.3.2.1.6 
The FOS shall provide a capability to execute CCTS Scripts 
from the Project Reference Database that generate and send 
Observatory Command Data and/or issue Ground System 
Control Data.  Observatory Command Data generated by 
CCTS Scripts is based on Observatory Command Data 
Definitions from the Project Reference Database.  Ground 
System Control Data issued by CCTS Scripts is based on 
Ground System Control Data Definitions from the Project 
Reference Database. 
 
3.3.1.1.10  S&OC Real-time Observatory 
Contingency Activities Interaction 
 
GS-140  The S&OC shall support real-time 
interaction with the Observatory for contingency 
activities. 
3.3.5.1.1 
The FOS shall provide a capability to plan communications 
contacts with JWST via the DSN for contingency activities.
 
 
3.3.5.1.2 
The FOS shall be able to command the Observatory out of 
any safe mode.  
 
 
3.2.3.1.1.13 
The PPS shall provide a capability to plan safe-mode 
recovery operations. 
 
 
3.3.5.2.1 
The FOS shall be capable of 24 hours per day/seven days 
per week operations in support of anomaly investigation 
and recovery during declared JWST emergencies. 
 
3.3.1.1.11  S&OC Execution of Mission 
Timeline 
 
GS-141  The S&OC shall support event-driven 
Observatory operations of the planned mission 
timeline. 
3.3.2.1.1.4 
The FOS shall process Observation Plan Data and all 
supporting data necessary for execution of the Observation 
Plan for uplink to the Observatory.  
 
 
3.2.2.2.3 
The PPS shall estimate the duration of a JWST Observation 
at proposal generation time to within +/- 10% of its true 
duration 95% of the time.   
 
 
3.3.3.2.1.7
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The FOS shall process On-Board Scripts from the Project 
Reference Database and send them to the Observatory as 
specified in the JWST Flight Observatory to Ground 
Segment Interface Requirements and Control Document, 
JWST-IRCD-000696. 
 
3.3.1.1.12 S&OC Project Reference Data Base 
 
GS-188  The S&OC shall contain the Project 
Reference Data Base of all JWST descriptors, 
commands, parameters, algorithms, characteristics, 
scripts, and other data and information required to 
operate the Observatory as specified in the JWST 
Project Reference Database Subsystem to External 
Users Interface Control Document (JWST-ICD-
002971).   
3.5.1.2.3.2 
The PRD shall make pending PRD Builds available for 
review by the JWST Project. 
 
 
3.5.1.2.1.5 
The PRDS shall provide a capability for PRD users to 
submit and access PRD Change Requests from remote 
locations. 
 
 
3.5.1.1.2 
The PRDS shall protect all Scientific, Engineering and 
Research (SER) data and functions accessing the data in 
accordance with NASA Procedural Requirements (NPR) 
2810.1 and Goddard Procedures and Guidelines (GPG) 
2810.1. 
 
 
3.5.2.2.2 
The PRDS shall ensure that all changes to PRD data have 
been approved by the JWST Project CCB prior to their 
release to operations, subject to JWST-P policies on when 
and for which items such approval is required. 
 
 
3.5.1.2.1.3 
The PRDS shall receive submissions of modifications to 
PRD Data from PRD users. 
 
 
3.5.1.2.1.2 
The PRDS shall provide PRD Data to PRD users upon 
request. 
 
 
3.5.1.2.1.1 
The PRDS shall receive submissions of new PRD Data 
from PRD users. 
 
 
3.5.2.1.3 
The PRDS shall provide a change request process to 
manage changes to the Project Reference Database.  
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3.5.2.1.2 
The PRDS shall provide a configuration management 
process to manage the contents of the Project Reference 
Database.  
 
 
3.5.2.1.1 
The PRDS shall manage all configuration managed Project 
Reference Data required for JWST development, I&T, and 
operations, as specified in the JWST Project Reference 
Database Subsystem to External Users Interface Control 
Document, JWST-ICD-003750. 
 
 
3.5.1.5.1 
The PRDS shall be capable of being tested without 
affecting ongoing operations. 
 
 
 
3.5.1.2.3.1 
The PRDS shall make PRD Change Requests available for 
CCB review under the direction of the JWST Project. 
 
3.3.1.1.13  S&OC Grants Administration 
System 
 
GS-298  The S&OC shall provide an automated 
grants administration system. 
3.2.1.2.3.1 
The PPS shall provide a capability for grant administrators, 
from the grant recipient's institution and from GSFC, to 
access and administer Grant Information.  
 
 
3.2.1.2.1.5 
The PPS shall provide a capability for JWST proposers and 
grant recipients to submit and access Grant Information 
from remote locations.  
 
 
3.2.4.1.1 
The PPS shall provide a grants administration system that 
provides for electronic administration of grants to approved 
JWST proposers.  
 
3.3.1.2 S&OC  Facilities 
 
3.3.1.2.1 S&OC  Facility 
 
GS-128  The S&OC shall provide the facilities 
necessary to house the systems and personnel that 
comprise the S&OC. 
3.1.1.3.1.3 
The S&OC shall receive Network Status Data from the 
JNSS in accordance with the JWST S&OC Element to 
Institutional Systems Element Interface Control Document, 
JWST-IRCD-002970.
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3.1.1.1.1 
The S&OC shall provide the facilities necessary to house 
the systems and personnel that comprise the S&OC, 
including floor space, Heating, Ventilation, and Cooling 
(HVAC), lighting, power and backup generators, and 
physical security, as specified in the JWST S&OC Facilities 
Management Plan, JWST-STScI-TBD. 
 
 
3.1.1.1.2 
The S&OC shall provide facilities that support electronic 
interfaces, NASA compatible voice distribution systems, 
and data security.  
 
 
3.1.1.3.1.1 
The S&OC shall connect to JWST Network Support 
System (JNSS) hardware installed in the S&OC in 
accordance with the JWST S&OC Element to Institutional 
Systems Element Interface Control Document, JWST-
IRCD-002970. 
 
 
3.1.1.3.1.2 
The S&OC shall exchange Ground Network Data with the 
JWST Network Support System (JNSS) in accordance with 
the JWST S&OC Element to Institutional Systems Element 
Interface Control Document, JWST-IRCD-002970. 
 
 
3.1.1.3.1.4 
The S&OC shall initiate Network Trouble Calls to the 
JNSS as needed in accordance with the JWST S&OC 
Element to Institutional Systems Element Interface Control 
Document, JWST-IRCD-002970. 
 
3.3.1.2.2  S&OC Alternate Facility 
 
GS-160  The S&OC shall provide for and implement 
the transfer of health and safety operations to an 
alternate facility within 90 minutes of a catastrophic 
failure at the primary S&OC site. 
3.3.5.2.2 
The FOS shall provide a capability to transfer health and 
safety operations to an alternate facility (TBD). 
 
 
3.3.5.3.1 
The FOS shall be capable of transferring health and safety 
operations to an alternate facility within 90 minutes (TBD).
 
3.3.1.2.3  Common Command and Telemetry 
System 
 
GS-300  The S&OC shall use the common 
commanding and telemetry processing system used 
3.3.1.6.1 
The FOS shall use the common command and telemetry 
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during I&T.  processing system used during I&T. 
 
3.3.1.2.4  Simulators and Models 
 
GS-212  The S&OC shall include Observatory 
subsystems hardware, software and operations 
simulators and models that support anomaly 
resolution, hardware re-configuration, software 
checkout and personnel training. 
3.3.1.4.8.4 
The FOS shall receive Simulator Status Data from the 
JWST Observatory Testbed (OTB) and the Software 
Telemetry Simulator (STS) in accordance with JWST-ICD-
TBD. 
 
 
3.3.1.4.8.2 
The FOS shall receive Observatory Telemetry Data from 
the JWST Observatory Testbed (OTB) and the Software 
Telemetry Simulator (STS) in accordance with JWST-ICD-
TBD. 
 
 
3.3.1.1.2 
The FOS shall provide a Verification Mode, in which the 
operational Project Reference Database is used but some or 
all interfaces are configured to simulators, which will be 
used for system verification, training, and anomaly 
resolution.  
 
 
3.3.1.4.8.1 
The FOS shall send Observatory Command Data to the 
JWST Observatory Testbed (OTB) and the Software 
Telemetry Simulator (STS) in accordance with JWST-ICD-
TBD.  
 
 
3.3.1.4.8.3 
The FOS shall send Simulator Control Data to the JWST 
Observatory Testbed (OTB) and the Software Telemetry 
Simulator (STS) in accordance with JWST-ICD-TBD. 
 
3.3.1.2.5  S&OC Backup System Test Support 
 
GS-159  The S&OC's backup system shall support 
testing that is independent of real-time operations. 
3.3.1.7.1 
The FOS shall configure the backup system to support 
testing or training independent from, and concurrent with, 
normal operations.  
 
3.3.1.3 Availability 
 
3.3.1.3.1  S&OC Utilization of Observatory 
Availability 
 
GS-136  The S&OC shall utilize Observatory 
availability at greater than 95% efficiency during 
normal operations. 
3.2.3.2.2.3 
Observatory idle time resulting from Observation Plan Data 
generated by the PPS shall not exceed TBD hours over a 
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period of one year during normal operations, assuming 
continuous availability of the Observatory. 
 
 
3.3.2.1.2.1 
The FOS shall be capable of processing Observation Plan 
Data for uplink to the Observatory within 2 hours of 
receipt. 
 
 
3.3.2.1.2.2 
Observatory idle time when the Observation Plan is not 
running shall not exceed TBD hours over a period of one 
year during normal operations, assuming continuous 
availability of the Observatory. 
 
3.3.1.3.2  S&OC Independent Real-time 
Systems 
 
GS-154  The S&OC shall maintain independent 
primary and back-up real-time systems.   
3.3.1.1.3 
The FOS shall provide primary and back-up real-time 
systems that are independent and functionally identical.  
 
3.3.1.3.3  S&OC Real-time System Availability 
 
GS-155 The  S&OC  real-time system shall be 
available a minimum of 99% of the time during 
communications contacts averaged over one year.  
3.3.1.3.1 
The FOS real-time systems shall be available a minimum of 
99% of the time during communication contacts averaged 
over one year.  
 
3.3.1.3.4  S&OC Mission Critical Operations 
 
GS-157 The  S&OC  shall  configure, for Mission-
critical operations, back-up systems as "hot" backups 
with a fail-over time of 10 minutes or less.   
3.3.1.1.4 
The FOS shall provide primary and backup real-time 
systems that are co-located at the operations facility.  
 
 
3.3.1.3.2 
The FOS shall be capable of switching between primary 
and backup systems, when configured for mission-critical 
operations, within 10 minutes. 
 
 
3.3.1.1.5 
The FOS shall autonomously switch between primary and 
backup systems when a ground system failure is detected.  
 
3.3.1.3.5  S&OC Transfer of Non-Critical 
Operations 
 
GS-158  The S&OC shall provide the capability to 
transfer non-critical, real-time operations from 
primary to backup, or vice versa, in one hour or less.  
3.3.1.3.3 
The FOS shall be capable of switching between primary 
and backup systems, when configured for non-critical 
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operations, within 60 minutes. 
 
3.3.1.4 Planning 
 
3.3.1.4.1  Observing Plan Files 
 
GS-145  The S&OC shall contain systems that 
support the creation of valid observing plan files 
containing all the data needed to execute flight 
segment activities via stored commanding.  
3.2.3.2.2.1 
The PPS shall be capable of generating Observation Plan 
Data with a total duration of at least 10 days.  
 
 
3.2.3.2.1.1 
The PPS shall generate valid Observation Plan Data that 
supports event-driven execution of planned operations 
activities via stored commanding. 
 
 
3.2.1.3.1.4 
The PPS shall send Observation Plan Data to the FOS. 
 
 
3.3.1.5.1.4 
The FOS shall receive Observation Plan Data from the PPS.
 
3.3.1.4.2  S&OC Science Proposal Support 
 
GS-146 The  S&OC  shall support the receipt, 
processing and peer review of JWST science 
proposals.  
3.4.1.3.1.1 
The DMS shall receive JWST Proposals from the PPS. 
 
 
3.2.1.2.3.2 
The PPS shall provide Proposal Time Accounting Data to 
the JWST Project. 
 
 
3.2.1.2.1.1 
The PPS shall send a public JWST Proposal Solicitation to 
the astronomical community. 
 
 
3.2.2.1.11 
The PPS shall manage JWST Proposals. 
 
 
3.2.2.3.2 
The PPS shall provide a capability for proposal peer review 
panels to meet and vote remotely and forward their 
recommendations and comments to STScI for review. 
 
 
3.4.2.1.7 
The DMS shall archive JWST Proposals. 
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3.2.2.1.6 
The PPS shall provide a capability for proposers to specify 
spatial patterns of science instrument field of view offsets 
within an observation. 
 
 
3.2.2.3.1 
The PPS shall provide a capability to perform proposal 
generation functions at external, remote sites.  
 
 
3.2.2.2.1 
The PPS shall be capable of receiving and processing at 
least 1400 submitted JWST Proposals per year.  
 
 
3.2.2.1.14 
The PPS shall report accounting of time allocated to 
Science Proposals by Principal Investigator, international 
agency, country, U.S. state, and U.S. institution.  
 
 
3.2.2.1.13 
The PPS shall track the Proposal Status of JWST Proposals 
from initial submission to completion.  
 
 
3.2.2.1.10 
The PPS shall support peer review and selection of Science 
Proposals.  
 
 
3.2.2.1.9 
The PPS shall receive and validate JWST Proposals.  
 
 
3.2.2.1.8 
The PPS shall provide tools that assist in checking Science 
Proposals for duplication with previous JWST 
Observations.  
 
 
3.2.2.1.5 
The PPS shall provide a capability for proposers to select 
science instrument parameters for JWST Proposals.  
 
 
3.2.2.1.4 
The PPS shall provide tools that assist in determining 
exposure duration for JWST Proposals.  
 
 
3.2.2.1.3 
The PPS shall provide tools that assist proposers with 
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visualizing the targets and orientation of an observation 
within a JWST Proposal.  
 
 
3.2.2.1.2 
The PPS shall provide a capability for proposers to prepare, 
generate and submit JWST Proposals that utilize any of the 
supported capabilities of the JWST Observatory and 
science instruments (as defined above under Science 
Instrument Operations), or the Science Data Archive. 
 
 
3.2.1.2.1.2 
The PPS shall provide public, electronic access to JWST 
User Handbooks. 
 
 
3.2.2.1.1 
The PPS shall solicit Science Proposals.  
 
 
3.2.2.2.2 
The PPS shall be capable of receiving and processing at 
least 280 accepted JWST Proposals per year. 
 
 
3.2.1.2.1.4 
The PPS shall provide Proposal Status to JWST proposers 
in accordance with the JWST User Handbooks, JWST 
S&OC OP-07. 
 
 
3.2.1.2.1.3 
The PPS shall receive JWST Proposals from potential users 
of JWST in accordance with the JWST User Handbooks, 
JWST S&OC OP-07. 
 
 
3.2.1.3.2.1 
The PPS shall send JWST Proposals to the DMS. 
 
 
3.2.1.2.2.1 
The PPS shall exchange Proposal Peer Review Data with 
JWST proposal peer reviewers. 
 
3.3.1.4.3 S&OC  Observation  Modifications 
 
GS-147  The S&OC shall permit observers to modify 
observation content between proposal submission 
and the uplink of observing plans files, subject to 
policies governing time allocations, target 
specifications, and program objectives.  
3.2.2.1.12 
The PPS shall provide a capability for proposers to modify 
JWST Proposals after proposal submission, subject to 
science and operations policies governing the extent and 
timing of the change as specified in the JWST User 
Handbooks, JWST S&OC OP-07. 
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3.3.1.4.4  S&OC Timeline Recovery and 
Modification 
 
GS-153  The S&OC shall be able to recover or 
modify the mission timeline within 24 hours of the 
decision to proceed.   
3.2.3.2.1.2 
The PPS shall be able to revise or replace Observation Plan 
Data that has previously been uplinked.  
 
 
3.2.3.2.2.4 
The PPS shall be capable of generating new Observation 
Plan Data within 22 hours of the decision to proceed, as 
measured from submission of a complete revised proposal 
for all new or modified observations. 
 
 
3.3.5.3.2 
The FOS shall be able to execute real-time recovery 
procedures, following recovery from safing or termination 
of Observation Plan execution, within 22 hours of the 
decision to proceed.  
 
 
3.3.2.1.2.1 
The FOS shall be capable of processing Observation Plan 
Data for uplink to the Observatory within 2 hours of 
receipt. 
 
 
3.2.3.2.2.5 
The PPS shall be able to generate new Observation Plan 
Data for execution of safe-mode recovery operations within 
22 hours of the decision to proceed. 
 
3.3.1.4.5  S&OC Exposure Identifier 
 
GS-304  The S&OC shall assign a unique identifier 
to all science data common to a single exposure as 
specified in the JWST Flight Observatory to Ground 
Segment Interface Requirements Document (JWST-
IRD-000696). 
3.2.3.2.3.1 
The PPS shall specify a Unique Data Identifier that applies 
to all Science Data generated for a JWST Exposure as 
defined in the JWST Flight Observatory to Ground 
Segment Interface Requirements and Control Document, 
JWST-IRCD-000696. 
 
3.3.1.4.6  S&OC Observation Identifier 
 
GS-305  The S&OC shall assign a unique identifier 
to all science data common to an observation as 
specified in the JWST Flight Observatory to Ground 
Segment Interface Requirements Document (JWST-
IRD-000696). 
3.2.3.2.3.2 
The PPS shall specify a Unique Data Identifier that applies 
to all Science Data generated for all JWST Exposures 
within a JWST Observation as defined in the JWST Flight 
Observatory to Ground Segment Interface Requirements 
and Control Document, JWST-IRCD-000696. 
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3.3.1.4.7 Guide  Star  Availability 
 
GS-306  The S&OC shall identify and select guide 
stars that will support a greater than 95% probability 
that the Observatory will acquire a guide star and 
maintain its required pointing stability. 
3.2.3.3.2.2 
The PPS capability for guide star identification shall 
provide a mean areal density of at least 1525 stars per 
square degree over a magnitude range J-AB < 19.9 over all 
pointings with absolute galactic latitude greater than 40 
degrees (TBR). 
 
 
3.2.3.3.2.1 
The PPS shall identify and specify as part of Observation 
Plan Data as many Guide Stars within the FGS field of 
view as are suitable for a given observation based on 
available catalog data, up to a maximum of three. 
 
 
3.2.3.3.2.3 
Guide stars identified by the PPS shall have at least an 88% 
probability of being suitable for guiding (i.e., not binary 
stars or galaxies and not too close to bright objects) with 
actual magnitude J-AB < 19.9. 
 
3.3.1.5 S&OC  Commanding 
 
3.3.1.5.1  S&OC Command Function Security 
 
GS-165  The S&OC shall be the sole and secure 
originator of all commands sent to the Observatory. 
3.3.1.4.1.2 
The FOS shall receive Observatory Command Data from 
flight operations personnel. 
 
 
3.3.3.2.1.5 
The FOS shall provide a capability to automatically 
retransmit Observatory Command Data.  
 
 
3.5.1.1.1 
The PRDS shall protect ground system configuration 
functions under the MSN (Mission) information category in 
accordance with NASA Procedural Requirements (NPR) 
2810.1 and Goddard Procedures and Guidelines (GPG) 
2810.1. 
 
 
3.3.1.4.1.16 
Access to FOS functions shall be restricted to authorized 
users. 
 
 
3.3.3.2.1.1 
The FOS shall process Observatory Command Data 
Definitions from the Project Reference Database and format 
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Observatory Command Data for uplink. 
 
 
3.3.3.2.1.4 
The FOS shall send Observatory Command Data to the 
Observatory via the DSN.  
 
 
3.3.3.2.2.1 
The FOS shall protect spacecraft commanding functions 
under the MSN (Mission) information category in 
accordance with NASA Procedural Requirements (NPR) 
2810.1 and Goddard Procedures and Guidelines (GPG) 
2810.1. 
 
 
3.5.1.2.1.6 
Access to PRDS functions shall be restricted to authorized 
users. 
 
 
3.3.3.2.1.3 
The FOS shall provide a capability to process Observatory 
Command Data Definitions from the Project Reference 
Database and generate Stored Command Data based on user 
input. 
 
 
3.3.3.2.1.2 
The FOS shall provide a capability to process Observatory 
Command Data Definitions from the Project Reference 
Database and generate Real-Time Command Data based on 
user input. 
 
3.3.1.5.2  S&OC COP-1 and CFDP Command 
Uplink 
 
GS-169  The S&OC shall utilize COP-1 and CFDP 
for command uplink as specified in the JWST Flight 
Observatory to Ground Segment IRD (JWST-
RQMT-00696).   
3.3.3.2.4.1 
The FOS shall send Observatory Command Data using the 
Consultative Committee on Space Data Systems (CCSDS) 
Command Operations Procedure 1B (COP-1B) Protocol as 
specified in the JWST Flight Observatory to Ground 
Segment Interface Requirements and Control Document, 
JWST-IRCD-000696. 
 
 
3.3.3.2.4.3 
The FOS shall send Observatory Command Data using the 
Consultative Committee on Space Data Systems (CCSDS) 
File Delivery Protocol (CFDP) as specified in the JWST 
Flight Observatory to Ground Segment Interface 
Requirements and Control Document, JWST-IRCD-
000696. 
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3.3.1.5.3  S&OC Real-Time Commanding 
Capability 
 
GS-163  The S&OC shall have the capability to send 
real-time commands at any time a command uplink is 
available. 
3.3.3.2.3.1 
The FOS shall have the capability to send real-time 
commands at any time a command uplink is available. 
 
3.3.1.5.4 S&OC  Mutual  Interference 
Protection 
 
GS-164  The S&OC shall provide protection to 
prevent the mutual interference of real-time and 
stored commanding.   
3.3.3.2.1.8 
The FOS shall provide protection to prevent the mutual 
interference of real-time and stored commanding. 
 
3.3.1.5.5  S&OC Command Encryption 
 
GS-167  The S&OC shall encrypt commands 
uplinked to the Observatory.  
3.3.3.2.4.4 
The FOS shall encrypt CCSDS Telecommands.  
 
3.3.1.5.6  S&OC Command Verification 
 
GS-168  The S&OC shall verify command receipt by 
the Observatory.  
3.3.3.2.4.2 
The FOS shall verify Observatory Command Data via the 
Consultative Committee on Space Data Systems (CCSDS) 
Command Operations Procedure 1B (COP-1B) Protocol as 
specified in the JWST Flight Observatory to Ground 
Segment Interface Requirements and Control Document, 
JWST-IRCD-000696. 
 
3.3.1.6 S&OC  Data  Handling 
 
3.3.1.6.1  S&OC Science Data Volume 
Handling  
 
GS-134  The S&OC shall be capable of receiving 
and processing at least 229 Gigabits of compressed 
science data per day from a normal operations 
contact. 
3.4.4.3.4 
The DMS shall be capable of distributing to users of the 
Science Data Archive at least 80 TBytes (TBR) of Archived 
Science Data and Science Data Products per year.  
 
 
3.4.2.1.4 
The DMS shall assess and record uncompressed data 
quality before Science Data is archived.  
 
 
3.4.2.3.1 
The DMS shall be capable of receiving and processing at 
least 229 GBits of compressed Science Data per day.  
 
 
3.4.2.3.5 
The DMS shall be capable of storing in the Science Data 
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Archive at least 52.3 TBytes of Science Data over a 5-year 
mission. 
 
 
3.3.3.3.2.1 
The FOS shall be capable of receiving at least 229 GBits of 
compressed Science Data per day. 
 
 
3.4.2.5.1 
The design of the Science Data Archive shall be scalable to 
a total capacity of at least 104.6 TBytes of Science Data 
over a 10-year mission. 
 
3.3.1.6.2  S&OC Engineering Data Volume 
Handling 
 
GS-135  The S&OC shall be capable of receiving 
and processing 6.3 Gigabits of uncompressed 
recorded engineering data per day.   
3.3.4.1.4.1 
The design of the Engineering Data Archive shall be 
scalable to a capacity of at least 2.88 TBytes of Recorded 
Engineering Telemetry Data over a 10-year mission. 
 
 
3.3.3.3.2.3 
The FOS shall be capable of receiving and processing at 
least 6.3 GBits of uncompressed Recorded Engineering 
Telemetry Data per day.  
 
 
3.3.4.1.3.3 
The FOS shall be capable of storing in the Engineering 
Data Archive at least 1.44 TBytes of Recorded Engineering 
Telemetry Data over a 5-year mission. 
 
 
3.3.4.3.2.1 
The FOS shall be capable of distributing at least (TBD) of 
Engineering Data Archive Products per day.  
 
3.3.1.6.3  S&OC Data Collection for Missed 
Contact 
 
GS-309  The S&OC shall be capable of receiving 
471 Gigabits of science and engineering data within a 
24-hour period in the event of a missed contact.   
3.3.3.3.2.2 
The FOS shall be capable of receiving at least 458 GBits of 
compressed Science Data per day for a period of 2 days. 
 
 
3.4.2.3.2 
The DMS shall be capable of receiving and processing at 
least 458 GBits of compressed Science Data per day for a 
period of 2 days.  
 
 
3.3.3.3.2.4
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The FOS shall be capable of receiving and processing at 
least 13 GBits of uncompressed Recorded Engineering 
Telemetry Data per day for a period of 2 days.  
 
3.3.1.6.4  S&OC Receiving of Real-Time and 
Recorded Data  
 
GS-347  The S&OC shall be capable of receiving 
and processing of at least 40 Kbps of real-time 
engineering data concurrently with recorded data. 
3.3.3.3.1.4 
The FOS shall support concurrent processing of all active 
telemetry data channels containing Observatory Telemetry 
Data as specified in the JWST Flight Observatory to 
Ground Segment Interface Requirements and Control 
Document, JWST-IRCD-000696. 
 
 
3.3.3.3.2.6 
The FOS shall be capable of receiving and processing Real-
Time Engineering Telemetry Data at an effective data rate 
of at least 40 Kbps concurrently with recorded data. 
 
 
3.3.3.3.1.3 
The FOS shall receive Real-Time Engineering Telemetry 
Data from the Observatory via the DSN. 
 
3.3.1.6.5 S&OC  CFDP  Utilization 
 
GS-170  The S&OC shall utilize the CFDP for 
downlink of ISIM file dumps as specified in Section 
3.2.3 of the JWST Flight Observatory to Ground 
Segment Interface Requirements Document (JWST-
IRD-000696). 
3.3.3.3.3.1 
The FOS shall support transmission of Recorded 
Observatory Telemetry Data to the DSN using the 
Consultative Committee on Space Data Systems (CCSDS) 
File Delivery Protocol (CFDP) in accordance with the 
JWST Flight Observatory to Ground Segment Interface 
Requirements and Control Document, JWST-IRCD-
000696, and the JWST S&OC Element to Institutional 
Systems Element Interface Control Document, JWST-
IRCD-002970. 
 
 
3.3.3.3.3.3 
The FOS shall receive ISIM File Dumps from the DSN 
using the File Transfer Protocol (FTP) in accordance with 
the JWST S&OC Element to Institutional Systems Element 
Interface Control Document, JWST-IRCD-002970. 
 
 
3.3.3.3.3.2 
The FOS shall verify transmission of Recorded Observatory 
Telemetry Data to the DSN via the Consultative Committee 
on Space Data Systems (CCSDS) File Delivery Protocol 
(CFDP) as specified in the JWST Flight Observatory to 
Ground Segment Interface Requirements and Control 
Document, JWST-IRCD-000696, and the JWST S&OC 
Element to Institutional Systems Element Interface Control 
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Document, JWST-IRCD-002970. 
 
 
3.3.3.3.3.4 
The FOS shall verify receipt of ISIM File Dumps from the 
DSN via the File Transfer Protocol (FTP) in accordance 
with the JWST S&OC Element to Institutional Systems 
Element Interface Control Document, JWST-IRCD-
002970. 
 
3.3.1.6.6  S&OC CCSDS Downlink Support 
 
GS-171  The S&OC shall support CCSDS protocol 
for real-time downlink of engineering telemetry as 
specified in Section 3.2.3 of the JWST Flight 
Observatory to Ground Segment Interface 
Requirements Document (JWST-IRD-00696) and the 
S&OC to Institutional Systems Interface Control 
Document (JWST-ICD-002970). 
3.3.3.3.3.5 
The FOS shall receive Real-Time Engineering Telemetry 
Data via the DSN using the Consultative Committee on 
Space Data Systems (CCSDS) Packet Telemetry Protocol 
in accordance with the JWST Flight Observatory to Ground 
Segment Interface Requirements and Control Document, 
JWST-IRCD-000696, and the JWST S&OC Element to 
Institutional Systems Element Interface Control Document, 
JWST-IRCD-002970. 
 
3.3.1.6.7  S&OC Science Data Archival 
 
GS-172  The S&OC shall archive and catalog at least 
99.5% of all recorded JWST Observatory science 
data received from Institutional Systems.   
   
3.3.3.3.2.8 
The FOS shall transfer to the DMS at least 99.75% of all 
Science Data received from DSN. 
 
 
3.4.2.3.4 
The DMS shall catalog and store in the Science Data 
Archive at least 99.75% of all Science Data received from 
DSN over a period of one year.  
 
3.3.1.6.8  S&OC Engineering Data Archival 
 
GS-173  The S&OC shall archive and catalog at least 
99.5% of all recorded JWST Observatory 
engineering data received from Institutional Systems.  
   
3.3.4.1.3.2 
The FOS shall catalog and store in the Engineering Data 
Archive at least 99.5% of all Recorded Engineering 
Telemetry Data received from DSN over a period of one 
year. 
 
3.3.1.6.9  S&OC Processing Efficiency 
 
GS-174  The S&OC shall archive downlinked data 
within 24 hours of receipt from the DSN 90% of the 
time per year 
3.3.4.1.3.1 
The FOS shall store Recorded Engineering Telemetry Data 
received from DSN in the Engineering Data Archive within 
24 hours of receipt, 90% of the time over a period of one 
year. 
 
 
3.4.2.3.3 
The DMS shall store Science Data in the Science Data 
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Archive within 23 hours of receipt, 95% of the time over a 
period of one year. 
 
 
3.3.3.3.2.7 
The FOS shall transfer Science Data to the DMS within 60 
minutes of receipt, 95% of the time over a period of one 
year. 
 
3.3.1.6.10  S&OC’s Temporary Storage of Real-
Time Telemetry 
 
GS-200  The S&OC shall retain Observatory real-
time data until the copy of the data recorded on-
board has been received and verified.   
3.3.4.4.2.1 
The FOS shall store Real-Time Engineering Telemetry 
Data for at least 90 days after receipt. 
 
3.3.1.7  Monitoring and Trending  
 
3.3.1.7.1  S&OC Monitoring of Observatory 
Planned Operations 
 
GS-181  The S&OC shall monitor JWST 
Observatory status for compliance with planned 
operations.   
3.3.1.5.1.5 
The FOS shall send Observatory Event Log Data to the 
PPS. 
 
 
3.2.1.3.1.5 
The PPS shall receive Observatory Event Log Data from 
the FOS. 
 
 
3.3.4.1.1.4 
The FOS shall store Observatory Event Log Data in the 
Engineering Data Archive. 
 
 
3.3.3.4.1.11 
The FOS shall monitor Engineering Telemetry Data for 
compliance with planned operations. 
 
 
3.2.3.1.1.15 
The PPS shall provide an anomaly tracking process for 
managing Observation Problem Reports. 
 
 
3.3.3.4.1.10 
The FOS shall generate Observatory Event Log Data from 
Engineering Telemetry Data. 
 
 
3.2.1.2.1.7 
The PPS shall provide a capability for JWST observers to 
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submit and access Observation Problem Reports from 
remote locations. 
 
 
3.3.1.4.1.6 
The FOS shall make Observatory Event Log Data available 
to flight operations personnel. 
 
3.3.1.7.2  S&OC Observatory Performance 
Trending 
 
GS-184  The S&OC shall perform trending analysis 
of Observatory performance.  
3.3.1.4.1.15 
The FOS shall make Observatory Subsystem Utilization 
Data available to flight operations personnel. 
 
 
3.3.1.4.1.12 
The FOS shall make Engineering Data Analysis Products 
available to flight operations personnel. 
 
 
3.3.4.4.1.2 
The FOS shall provide a capability to select and output 
Telemetry Monitors and Engineering Data Analysis 
Products in formats suitable for reports or analysis.  
 
 
3.3.4.4.1.5 
The FOS shall provide a capability to retrieve selected 
Engineering Telemetry Data and generate Engineering 
Trending Data Products over the life of the mission for the 
purpose of long-term trending of Observatory performance. 
 
 
3.3.4.4.1.8 
The FOS shall automatically produce Engineering Trending 
Data Products for a defined subset of Telemetry Monitors.  
 
 
3.3.4.4.1.9 
The FOS shall maintain Observatory Subsystem Utilization 
Data on Observatory subsystems and operational 
mechanisms.  
 
 
3.3.4.4.2.1 
The FOS shall store Real-Time Engineering Telemetry 
Data for at least 90 days after receipt. 
 
 
3.3.4.4.1.4 
The FOS shall provide a capability to play back Archived 
Engineering Telemetry Data by simulating a real-time data 
stream (TBD). 
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3.3.4.4.1.1 
The FOS shall provide a capability to perform data analysis 
functions on Telemetry Monitors and display the results as 
Engineering Data Analysis Products. 
 
 
3.3.1.4.1.11 
The FOS shall make Engineering Trending Data Products 
available to flight operations personnel. 
 
3.3.1.7.3  S&OC Observatory Subsystem & 
Telemetry Data Calibrations 
Trending 
 
GS-185  The S&OC shall perform trending analysis 
of Observatory subsystem and telemetry data 
calibrations.   
3.3.4.4.1.6 
The FOS shall provide a capability to retrieve selected 
Observatory Subsystem Calibration Data and generate 
Engineering Trending Products over the life of the mission 
for the purpose of long-term trending of Observatory 
performance. 
 
 
3.3.4.2.1.2 
The FOS shall trend engineering data calibrations and 
determine when updates to Engineering Data Calibration 
Parameters are needed.  
 
3.3.1.7.4 S&OC  Observatory Telemetry 
Calibration 
 
GS-187  The S&OC shall provide the capability to 
calibrate Observatory telemetry data. 
3.4.2.1.1 
The DMS shall be able to process Science Data from any of 
the supported modes of the JWST science instruments (as 
defined above under Science Instrument Operations). 
 
 
3.4.1.3.2.2 
The DMS shall receive Recorded Engineering Telemetry 
Data from the FOS as needed to support the processing of 
Science Data. 
 
 
3.4.1.3.1.1 
The DMS shall receive JWST Proposals from the PPS. 
 
 
3.4.3.1.2 
The DMS shall associate Science Data with applicable 
Calibration Reference Data for use in calibrating Science 
Data. 
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3.4.3.2.1 
The DMS shall calibrate science instrument Field of View 
(FOV) locations to within 0.12 arcsec of the true position of 
the FOV in the celestial coordinate frame. 
 
 
3.4.1.2.1.4 
The DMS shall receive and incorporate Calibration 
Algorithms as specified in the JWST Calibration Software 
Interface Document (JWST-TBD). 
 
 
3.3.3.4.1.3 
The FOS shall generate Calibrated Telemetry Monitors 
from configuration controlled Engineering Data Calibration 
Parameters.  
 
 
3.4.3.1.3 
The DMS shall apply Calibration Algorithms and 
Calibration Reference Data to generate Calibrated Science 
Data Products.  
 
 
3.2.3.1.1.8 
The PPS shall plan operations required to calibrate 
Observatory Telemetry Data.  
 
 
3.2.2.1.15 
The PPS shall plan and schedule calibration and 
engineering activities through the specification of 
Engineering Proposals. 
 
 
3.3.4.2.1.1 
The FOS shall apply Engineering Data Calibration 
Parameters from the Project Reference Database to generate 
Calibrated Engineering Data Products.  
 
 
3.2.1.3.2.1 
The PPS shall send JWST Proposals to the DMS. 
 
 
3.2.1.3.2.2 
The PPS shall send Observation Plan Data to the DMS. 
 
 
3.3.1.5.2.2 
The FOS shall send Recorded Engineering Telemetry Data 
to the DMS as needed to support the processing of Science 
Data. 
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3.4.1.3.1.2 
The DMS shall receive Observation Plan Data from the 
PPS. 
 
3.3.1.8  S&OC Configuration Control 
 
3.3.1.8.1 S&OC’s  Observatory  Information 
Source  
 
GS-189  The S&OC shall use the Project Reference 
Database as the exclusive source of all configuration-
managed data used by the S&OC.  
3.3.1.6.3 
The FOS shall use the Project Reference Database as the 
exclusive source of all configuration-managed data used by 
the FOS in operations.  
 
 
3.2.1.4.2 
The PPS shall use the Project Reference Database as the 
exclusive source of all configuration-managed data used by 
the PPS in operations.  
 
 
3.4.1.4.2 
The DMS shall use the Project Reference Database as the 
exclusive source of all configuration-managed data used by 
the DMS in operations. 
 
 
3.2.1.3.3.1 
The PPS shall receive PRD Data from the PRDS in the 
format defined in the JWST Project Reference Database 
Subsystem to External Users Interface Control Document, 
JWST-ICD-003750. 
 
 
3.3.1.5.3.1 
The FOS shall receive PRD Data from the PRDS in the 
format defined in the JWST Project Reference Database 
Subsystem to External Users Interface Control Document, 
JWST-ICD-003750. 
 
 
3.4.1.3.3.1 
The DMS shall receive PRD Data from the PRDS in the 
format defined in the JWST Project Reference Database 
Subsystem to External Users Interface Control Document, 
JWST-ICD-003750. 
 
3.3.1.8.2  S&OC’s PRD Data Exchange 
 
GS-191  The S&OC shall exchange Project 
Reference Database data with external entities in 
accordance with the JWST Project Reference 
Database Subsystem to External Users Interface 
3.5.1.2.2.1 
The PRDS shall make PRD Data available to external 
systems in the format defined in the JWST Project 
Reference Database Subsystem to External Users Interface 
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Control Document (JWST-ICD-002971).  Control Document, JWST-ICD-003750. 
 
 
3.5.1.2.1.4 
The PRDS shall receive PRD Data in the format defined in 
the JWST Project Reference Database Subsystem to 
External Users Interface Control Document, JWST-ICD-
3750. 
 
3.3.1.8.3  PRD Data Validation 
 
GS-194  The S&OC shall ensure the PRD is 
validated prior to release to operations.   
3.5.2.2.1 
The PRDS shall ensure that all data released to operations 
from the Project Reference Database is validated.  
 
3.3.1.8.4  S&OC Ground Master Image  
 
GS-142  The S&OC shall store and maintain an 
image of onboard computer software, tables and data 
loads.  
3.3.4.5.1.1 
The FOS shall manage and maintain Flight Software 
Ground Reference Images.  
 
 
3.3.4.5.1.3 
The FOS shall provide a capability to compare Flight 
Software Dump Data with Flight Software Ground 
Reference Images.  
 
 
3.3.1.4.1.14 
The FOS shall make Flight Software Ground Reference 
Images available to flight operations personnel. 
 
3.3.1.8.5  S&OC Software Configuration 
Archive 
 
GS-143  The S&OC shall maintain an archive of all 
ground master images and associated documentation. 
3.3.4.5.1.2 
The FOS shall store Flight Software Ground Reference 
Images in the Engineering Data Archive. 
 
3.3.1.8.6  S&OC Onboard Software Update 
 
GS-144  The S&OC shall store, archive and provide 
the capability to update onboard computer software, 
tables and data loads.  
3.3.1.5.2.3 
The FOS shall send Stored Command Data to the DMS. 
 
 
3.2.3.1.1.10 
The PPS shall plan operations required for flight software 
maintenance. 
 
 
3.3.1.4.7.1 
The FOS shall send Flight Software Dump Data to the 
Flight Software Maintenance Facilities (ISIM, Spacecraft) 
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in accordance with JWST-ICD-TBD between the S&OC 
and those facilities. 
 
 
3.3.2.2.1.6 
The FOS shall process Flight Software Load Products for 
uplink to the Observatory.  
 
 
3.4.2.1.6 
The DMS shall archive Stored Command Data.  
 
 
3.3.1.4.7.2 
The FOS shall receive Flight Software Load Products from 
the Flight Software Maintenance Facilities (ISIM, 
Spacecraft) in accordance with JWST-ICD-TBD between 
the S&OC and those facilities. 
 
 
3.4.1.3.2.3 
The DMS shall receive Stored Command Data from the 
FOS. 
 
3.3.1.9 Wavefront  Control 
 
3.3.1.9.1 Wavefront Error Correction 
Capability 
 
GS-149  The S&OC shall exchange information with 
the Wave Front Sensing and Control (WFS&C) 
Executive Subsystem in accordance with the JWST 
Wavefront Sensing and Control Executive Interface 
Requirements Document (JWST-IRD-002996).  
3.4.1.2.3.3 
The DMS shall send Recorded Engineering Telemetry Data 
to the WFS&C Executive Subsystem upon request in 
accordance with the JWST Wavefront Sensing and Control 
Interface Control Document, JWST-ICD-002996. 
 
 
3.3.1.4.6.2 
The FOS shall send Mirror Update Request Status to the 
WFS&C Executive Subsystem in accordance with the 
JWST Wavefront Sensing and Control Interface Control 
Document, JWST-ICD-002996. 
 
 
3.3.1.4.6.1 
The FOS shall receive Mirror Update Requests from the 
Wavefront Sensing and Control (WFS&C) Executive 
Subsystem in accordance with the JWST Wavefront 
Sensing and Control Interface Control Document, JWST-
ICD-002996. 
 
 
3.4.1.2.3.1 
The DMS shall send Data Notifications to the Wavefront 
Sensing and Control (WFS&C) Executive Subsystem in 
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accordance with the JWST Wavefront Sensing and Control 
Interface Control Document, JWST-ICD-002996. 
 
 
3.4.1.2.3.2 
The DMS shall send Science Data Products to the WFS&C 
Executive Subsystem upon request in accordance with the 
JWST Wavefront Sensing and Control Interface Control 
Document, JWST-ICD-002996. 
 
 
3.4.1.2.3.4 
The DMS shall exchange WFS&C Session Packages with 
the WFS&C Executive Subsystem in accordance with the 
JWST Wavefront Sensing and Control Interface Control 
Document, JWST-ICD-002996. 
 
3.3.1.9.2  S&OC Wavefront Sensing and 
Control Executive 
 
GS-150  The S&OC shall house the Executive that 
executes Wavefront Sensing and Control (WFS&C) 
algorithms and generates WFS&C command content.  
3.1.1.1.3 
The S&OC shall house the Executive that executes 
Wavefront Sensing & Control (WFS&C) algorithms and 
generates WFS&C command content. 
 
3.3.1.9.3  S&OC Wavefront Error Commands 
 
GS-348  The S&OC shall generate wavefront error 
correction commands for uplink to the Observatory. 
3.3.2.2.1.5 
The FOS shall process Mirror Update Requests for uplink 
to the Observatory.  
 
 
3.1.2.1.3 
The S&OC shall support use of the NIRCAM WFS&C 
elements, including the Pupil Imaging Lens (PIL) (TBD). 
 
3.3.1.9.4  S&OC Wavefront Commissioning 
Activities 
 
GS-315  The S&OC shall perform WFS&C 
commissioning activities. 
3.3.7.1.6 
The FOS shall conduct operations required for wavefront 
sensing and control during JWST Observatory 
commissioning in accordance with the JWST Observatory 
Commissioning Plan, JWST-PLAN-000240. 
 
 
3.2.5.1.4 
The PPS shall plan operations required for wavefront 
sensing and control during JWST Observatory 
commissioning in accordance with the JWST Observatory 
Commissioning Plan, JWST-PLAN-000240. 
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3.3.1.9.5 S&OC  Wavefront  Maintenance 
Activities 
 
GS-316  The S&OC shall perform WFS&C 
maintenance activities. 
3.2.3.1.1.6 
The PPS shall plan operations required for wavefront 
sensing and control. 
 
3.3.1.9.6  S&OC Frequency of Wavefront 
Activities 
 
GS-317  The S&OC shall be able to perform 
WFS&C activities at a frequency of at least once per 
week for wavefront maintenance purposes. 
3.2.3.2.2.7 
The PPS shall be capable of scheduling WFS&C visits at a 
frequency of at least once per week for wavefront 
maintenance purposes.  
 
3.3.1.10  S&OC Observatory Health and 
Safety Monitoring 
 
3.3.1.10.1  Real-Time Data System Monitoring 
of Observatory Status 
 
GS-183 The  S&OC's  real-time data system shall be 
able to monitor Observatory health, safety and 
operational status.   
3.3.1.4.1.4 
The FOS shall provide a capability for flight operations 
personnel to define and access Telemetry Display Pages. 
 
 
3.3.3.4.2.1 
The FOS shall be capable of performing all monitoring 
functions on Recorded Engineering Telemetry Data within 
15 minutes of receipt from DSN. 
 
 
3.3.3.4.1.6 
The FOS shall display hierarchical graphical depictions of 
Observatory subsystems on configuration controlled and 
ad-hoc Telemetry Display Pages. 
 
 
3.3.3.4.1.8 
The FOS shall display and report violations of Telemetry 
Monitor Limits.  
 
 
3.3.3.4.1.7 
The FOS shall limit-check Telemetry Monitors against 
configuration controlled and ad-hoc Telemetry Monitor 
Limits.  
 
 
3.3.3.4.1.1 
The FOS shall monitor Engineering Telemetry Data for 
Observatory health, safety and operational status.  
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3.3.3.4.1.4 
The FOS shall generate Derived Telemetry Monitors from 
configuration controlled or ad-hoc Derived Telemetry 
Definitions.  
 
 
3.3.3.4.1.9 
The FOS shall display and report Observatory health, safety 
and operational status related conditions.  
 
 
3.3.3.4.1.5 
The FOS shall display Telemetry Monitors on configuration 
controlled and ad-hoc Telemetry Display Pages.  
 
 
3.3.3.4.1.12 
The FOS shall provide an anomaly tracking system for 
managing Anomaly Reports.  
 
 
3.3.3.4.1.2 
The FOS shall monitor Ground System Status Data that 
pertains to real-time operations. 
 
 
3.3.1.4.2.1 
The FOS shall provide a capability for mission support 
personnel to access Anomaly Reports from remote 
locations. 
 
 
3.3.1.4.1.3 
The FOS shall make Engineering Telemetry Data available 
to flight operations personnel. 
 
 
3.3.1.4.1.5 
The FOS shall make Observatory Status Data available to 
flight operations personnel. 
 
 
3.3.1.4.1.8 
The PPS shall provide a capability for flight operations 
personnel to submit and access Anomaly Reports. 
 
3.3.1.10.2  Monitoring of Observatory Health 
and Safety 
 
GS-182  The S&OC shall monitor JWST 
Observatory status for conditions that indicate JWST 
health and safety.   
3.3.4.4.2.1 
The FOS shall store Real-Time Engineering Telemetry 
Data for at least 90 days after receipt. 
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3.3.4.4.1.3 
The FOS shall provide a capability to play back stored 
Real-Time Engineering Telemetry Data.  
 
3.3.1.10.3  S&OC Health and Safety Protections 
 
GS-161  The S&OC health and safety protections 
shall preclude the violation of hardware and software 
constraints.   
3.3.3.2.1.9 
The FOS shall ensure that Observatory Command Data 
does not violate any hardware or software constraints used 
to prevent damage to Observatory components, as specified 
in the JWST Constraints and Restrictions Document, 
JWST-HDBK-002046, and as defined in the JWST 
Constraints and Restrictions Document Implementation 
Plan, JWST-PLAN-002929. 
 
 
3.2.3.2.1.3 
The PPS shall ensure that Observation Plan Data does not 
violate any hardware or software constraints used to prevent 
damage to Observatory components, as specified in the 
JWST Constraints and Restrictions Document, JWST-
HDBK-002046, and as defined in the JWST Constraints 
and Restrictions Document Implementation Plan, JWST-
PLAN-002929.  
 
3.3.1.10.4  S&OC Deliberate Overrides 
 
GS-162  The S&OC health and safety protections 
shall require deliberate overrides to hardware and 
software restrictions that normally prevent non-
standard commanding to or configurations of 
Observatory components.   
3.3.3.2.1.10 
The FOS shall ensure that Observatory Command Data 
does not violate any hardware or software restrictions that 
normally prevent non-standard commanding to or 
configurations of Observatory components, as specified in 
the JWST Constraints and Restrictions Document, JWST-
HDBK-002046, and as defined in the JWST Constraints 
and Restrictions Document Implementation Plan, JWST-
PLAN-002929, without approved override. 
 
 
3.3.3.2.1.11 
The FOS shall provide a capability to override restrictions 
on the uplink of Observatory Command Data. 
 
 
3.2.3.2.1.4 
The PPS shall ensure that Observation Plan Data does not 
violate any hardware or software restrictions that normally 
prevent non-standard commanding to or configuration of 
Observatory components, as specified in the JWST 
Constraints and Restriction Document, JWST-HDBK-
002046, and as defined in the JWST Constraints and 
Restrictions Document Implementation Plan, JWST-PLAN-
002929, without approved override. 
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3.2.3.2.1.5 
The PPS shall provide a capability to override restrictions 
on the generation of Observation Plan Data. 
 
3.3.1.10.5  S&OC Adherence to CARD and 
OLD 
 
GS-310  The S&OC shall adhere to the Constraints 
and Restrictions Document (CARD) and the 
Operations Limitations Document (OLD) when 
planning operations. 
3.2.3.1.1.14 
The PPS shall adhere to all limitations specified in the 
JWST Operational Limitations Document, JWST-HDBK-
002047, and as defined in the JWST Constraints and 
Restrictions Document Implementation Plan, JWST-PLAN-
002929, when planning operations. 
 
3.3.1.11  S&OC Observatory Subsystem 
Management  
 
3.3.1.11.1  S&OC Observatory Propellant 
Management 
 
GS-133  The S&OC shall manage propellant 
consumption to meet the propellant lifetime of 10 
years.   
3.2.3.1.2.2 
The PPS shall manage the attitude of the Observatory to 
reduce the need for momentum unloads as necessary to 
support a propellant lifetime of 10 years after launch 
(TBD). 
 
3.3.1.11.2  S&OC Observatory Subsystem 
Calibration 
 
GS-186  The S&OC shall provide the capability to 
calibrate the performance of Observatory 
subsystems.  
3.3.4.1.1.5 
The FOS shall store Observatory Subsystem Calibration 
Data in the Engineering Data Archive. 
 
 
3.3.1.4.1.13 
The FOS shall provide a capability for flight operations 
personnel to view and modify Observatory Subsystem 
Calibration Data. 
 
 
3.3.3.5.1.1 
The FOS shall provide functions needed for active 
calibration of the following Observatory subsystems: 
sunshield, thrusters, attitude sensors, High Gain Antenna, 
SSR (memory map), Fine Steering Mirror, OTE geometric 
distortion model, and FGS bad pixel map. 
 
 
3.2.3.1.1.7 
The PPS shall plan operations required for active 
calibration of the following Observatory subsystems: 
thrusters, attitude sensors, High Gain Antenna, SSR 
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(memory map), Fine Steering Mirror, OTE geometric 
distortion model, and FGS bad pixel map. 
 
 
3.2.2.1.15 
The PPS shall plan and schedule calibration and 
engineering activities through the specification of 
Engineering Proposals. 
 
3.3.1.11.3  S&OC UTC Accuracy Maintenance 
 
GS-320 The  S&OC  shall  maintain the Observatory's 
central timing system to an accuracy of 1 second per 
40 hours as specified in Section 3.3.5 of the Flight 
Observatory to Ground Segment Interface 
Requirements Document (JWST-IRD-000696). 
3.3.1.4.10.1 
The FOS shall receive Ground Reference Time from a 
Ground Reference Time Source (TBD). 
 
 
3.3.3.5.2.1 
The FOS shall maintain the drift rate of the JWST clock to 
less than 6.94 x10-6 sec/sec.  
 
3.3.1.11.4  S&OC UTC Update Frequency 
 
GS-321  The S&OC shall be able to update the 
Observatory’s central timing system at a frequency 
of once per day. 
3.3.3.5.2.2 
The FOS shall update UTC Correlation Data for the 
Observatory's central timing system at least once per day.  
 
 
3.3.3.5.1.2 
The FOS shall update UTC Correlation Data for the 
Observatory's central timing system in accordance with the 
JWST Flight Observatory to Ground Segment Interface 
Requirements and Control Document, JWST-IRCD-
000696.  
 
3.3.1.11.5  S&OC Station-Keeping Maneuver 
Planning 
 
GS-204  The S&OC shall plan for station-keeping 
maneuvers as frequently as every 22 days as 
specified in the JWST Science & Operations Center 
to Institutional Systems Element Interface Control 
Document (Flight Dynamics Facility)  (JWST-ICD-
003502).  
3.2.1.2.5.1 
The PPS shall receive Mission Planning Data in the format 
specified in the JWST S&OC Element to Institutional 
Systems Element Interface Control Document, JWST-
IRCD-002970. 
 
 
3.2.3.2.1.6 
The PPS shall ensure that planned mission-critical 
operations, including orbit maintenance and flight software 
maintenance, are scheduled during communications 
contacts. 
 
 
3.3.2.2.1.3 
The FOS shall process Orbit Maneuver Plans and generate 
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the resulting Observatory Command Data for uplink.  
 
 
3.2.3.2.2.8 
The PPS shall ensure that station-keeping maneuvers are 
scheduled no closer together than every 22 days as 
specified in the JWST S&OC Element to Institutional 
Systems Element Interface Control Document, JWST-
IRCD-002970. 
 
 
3.2.3.1.1.9 
The PPS shall plan operations required for maintenance of 
the JWST orbit.  
 
 
3.2.1.3.1.2 
The PPS shall receive Mission Planning Data from the 
FOS. 
 
 
3.3.1.5.1.2 
The FOS shall send Mission Planning Data to the PPS. 
 
3.3.1.11.6  S&OC Spacecraft Perturbation 
Planning for Life of Mission 
 
GS-208  The S&OC shall, for the purposes of Orbit 
Determination, provide a period of 21 days with no 
spacecraft perturbations (i.e., thruster firings) once a 
year for the life of the mission.  
3.2.3.2.2.9 
The PPS shall provide a period of at least 21 days with no 
momentum unloads once a year for the life of the mission 
(TBD). 
 
3.3.1.11.7 Spacecraft Attitude Restrictions 
during MCC1 
 
GS-209  The S&OC shall put no restrictions on 
spacecraft attitude during the MCC1 maneuver.   
3.3.7.1.2 
The FOS shall put no restrictions on spacecraft attitude 
during the Mid-Course Correction 1 (MCC1) maneuver. 
 
3.3.1.11.8 S&OC  Momentum  Unload 
Scheduling Prior to Station-keeping 
Maneuvers 
 
GS-210  The S&OC shall not, for purposes of 
converging on a solution, schedule no more than two 
momentum unloads within any 22-day period prior to 
any station-keeping maneuver.   
3.2.3.2.2.11 
The PPS shall ensure that no more than two momentum 
unloads are scheduled within the 22-day period prior to any 
station-keeping maneuver (TBD). 
 
 
3.2.3.2.2.12 
The PPS shall ensure that no momentum unloads are 
scheduled within TBD days of a station-keeping maneuver.
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3.3.1.11.9 S&OC  Momentum  Unload 
Scheduling Frequency 
 
GS-211  The S&OC shall not, for purposes of 
converging on a solution, schedule two momentum 
unloads any closer together than four days.  
3.2.3.2.2.10 
The PPS shall ensure that momentum unload activities are 
scheduled no closer together than four days (TBD). 
 
3.3.1.12 Output  Products/Archives 
 
3.3.1.12.1  S&OC Supplied Products 
 
GS-175  The S&OC shall supply raw data, calibrated 
data or calibration parameters upon request. 
3.3.4.3.1.6 
The FOS shall retrieve Engineering Data Archive Products 
upon request. 
 
 
3.3.4.3.1.3 
The FOS shall generate Engineering Data Archive Products 
from Archived Engineering Telemetry Data.  
 
 
3.3.4.3.1.2 
The FOS shall provide a capability for users to request 
Engineering Data Archive Products for all data described in 
the Engineering Archive Catalog. 
 
 
3.3.4.3.1.5 
The FOS shall be able to generate Engineering Data 
Archive Products that include Derived Telemetry Monitors.
 
 
3.3.4.3.1.4 
The FOS shall be able to generate Engineering Data 
Archive Products that include Calibrated Telemetry 
Monitors. 
 
 
3.4.4.1.3 
The DMS shall generate Science Data Products from 
Archived Science Data. 
 
 
3.4.4.1.5 
The DMS shall retrieve Calibration Reference Data upon 
request. 
 
 
3.4.4.1.4 
The DMS shall retrieve Science Data Products upon 
request. 
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3.4.4.1.1 
The DMS shall retrieve Archived Science Data upon 
request. 
 
 
3.4.4.1.2 
The DMS shall provide a capability for users to request 
Science Data Products for all data described in the Science 
Archive Catalog.  
 
 
3.4.2.1.2 
The DMS shall perform Level 1 processing on Science 
Data received from the DSN. 
 
 
3.4.2.4.1 
The DMS shall be capable of processing Science Data 
downlinked in either compressed or uncompressed format.  
 
 
3.3.4.3.1.1 
The FOS shall retrieve Archived Engineering Telemetry 
Data upon request. 
 
3.3.1.12.2  S&OC Product Format 
 
GS-176 The  S&OC  shall  electronically supply 
requested archive data.    
3.4.1.2.1.3 
The DMS shall provide remote, electronic access to 
requested Archived Science Data and Science Data 
Products.  
 
 
3.3.1.4.1.10 
The FOS shall provide remote, electronic access to 
requested Archived Engineering Telemetry Data and 
Engineering Data Archive Products. 
 
3.3.1.12.3  S&OC Use of Up-to-Date 
Calibrations 
 
GS-177  The S&OC shall supply calibrated data (i.e., 
data processed to remove instrument signatures) 
using the most current calibrations applicable to the 
data set. 
3.4.3.1.1 
The DMS shall provide a capability to designate Calibration 
Algorithms and Calibration Reference Data for use in 
calibrating Science Data. 
 
3.3.1.12.4  S&OC New Data Availability 
 
GS-178  The S&OC shall make new science data sets 
available electronically to the Principal Investigator 
(PI) of the observing program.     
3.4.1.2.1.1 
The DMS shall send Data Notifications to JWST observers 
in accordance with the JWST User Handbooks, JWST 
S&OC OP-07. 
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3.3.1.5.2.1 
The FOS shall send Science Data to the DMS. 
 
 
3.4.4.1.6 
The DMS shall notify the Principal Investigator (PI) of a 
JWST Proposal when data from newly executed JWST 
Visits are available for retrieval as Science Data Products. 
 
 
3.4.1.3.2.1 
The DMS shall receive Science Data from the FOS. 
 
3.3.1.12.5  S&OC Data Delivery Timeliness 
 
GS-179  The S&OC shall make new science data sets 
available within 5 days of receipt.     
3.4.4.3.1 
The DMS shall make Science Data Products for newly 
executed JWST Visits available to users of the Science 
Data Archive within 5 days of data receipt 95% of the time 
during normal operations. 
 
3.3.1.12.6  S&OC Archival Research 
 
GS-180  The S&OC shall provide electronic 
availability of JWST science data sets to archival 
researchers as soon as the PI proprietary data period 
expires.      
3.4.4.2.2 
The DMS shall provide public access to Non-Proprietary 
Archived Science Data. 
 
 
3.4.4.2.1 
The DMS shall limit access to Archived Science Data 
during a proprietary data period to the Principal Investigator 
(PI) of a Science Proposal and his/her designees.  
 
3.3.1.12.7  S&OC’s Provision of Data to 
International Partners 
 
GS-199  The S&OC shall support the distribution of 
data to other archive facilities as provided by the 
terms of agreements negotiated between NASA and 
its international partners.  
3.4.1.2.4 
The DMS shall support the distribution of data and software 
to other archive facilities as provided by the terms of 
agreements negotiated between NASA and its international 
partners (TBD). 
 
 
3.4.4.3.5 
The DMS shall be capable of distributing to other archive 
facilities at least TBD TBytes of Archived Science Data per 
year. 
 
3.3.1.12.8  S&OC Provided Data Analysis 
Software 
 
GS-314 The  S&OC  shall  provide science data  3.4.5.1.1
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analysis software that facilitates the analysis of 
JWST science data by JWST users at their home 
locations. 
The DMS shall provide a capability to display and analyze 
Archived Science Data and Science Data Products.  
 
 
3.4.5.2.1 
The DMS shall provide a capability for JWST users to 
perform data analysis functions on Science Data Products 
from remote locations. 
 
 
3.4.1.2.1.6 
The DMS shall provide Science Data Analysis Products to 
JWST users. 
 
3.3.1.12.9  S&OC Telemetry Data Archiving 
 
GS-195  The S&OC shall provide an archive of all 
telemetry data for the life of the mission.   
3.4.2.5.1 
The design of the Science Data Archive shall be scalable to 
a total capacity of at least 104.6 TBytes of Science Data 
over a 10-year mission. 
 
 
3.3.4.3.2.2 
The FOS shall be capable of generating Engineering Data 
Archive Products for any data stored in the Engineering 
Data Archive for the life of the mission.  
 
 
3.4.4.3.4 
The DMS shall be capable of distributing to users of the 
Science Data Archive at least 80 TBytes (TBR) of Archived 
Science Data and Science Data Products per year.  
 
 
3.3.4.3.2.1 
The FOS shall be capable of distributing at least (TBD) of 
Engineering Data Archive Products per day.  
 
 
3.4.2.1.3 
The DMS shall store Science Data in the Science Data 
Archive. 
 
 
3.4.4.3.3 
The DMS shall be capable of generating Science Data 
Products for any data stored in the Science Data Archive for 
the life of the mission.  
 
 
3.3.4.1.1.1 
The FOS shall store Recorded Engineering Telemetry Data 
received from the DSN in the Engineering Data Archive. 
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3.3.4.1.3.3 
The FOS shall be capable of storing in the Engineering 
Data Archive at least 1.44 TBytes of Recorded Engineering 
Telemetry Data over a 5-year mission. 
 
 
3.4.2.3.5 
The DMS shall be capable of storing in the Science Data 
Archive at least 52.3 TBytes of Science Data over a 5-year 
mission. 
 
 
3.3.4.1.1.2 
The FOS shall store Real-Time Engineering Telemetry 
Data in the Engineering Data Archive upon user request. 
 
3.3.1.12.10  S&OC Archive Catalog 
 
GS-196  The S&OC shall maintain an on-line catalog 
of the archive contents and provide access to this 
catalog to current and prospective users of JWST 
data.   
3.3.1.4.1.9 
The FOS shall provide remote, electronic access to the 
Engineering Archive Catalog. 
 
 
3.4.2.1.9 
The DMS shall maintain an on-line Science Archive 
Catalog identifying and describing all of the data that exists 
in the Science Data Archive.  
 
 
3.4.1.2.1.2 
The DMS shall provide public, remote, and electronic 
access to the Science Archive Catalog.  
 
 
3.4.2.1.10 
The DMS shall provide a capability to search the Science 
Archive Catalog.  
 
 
3.3.4.1.1.6 
The FOS shall maintain an on-line Engineering Archive 
Catalog identifying and describing all of the data that exists 
in the Engineering Data Archive. 
 
 
3.3.4.1.1.7 
The FOS shall provide a capability to search the 
Engineering Archive Catalog. 
 
3.3.1.12.11  S&OC Archive Contents 
 
GS-197  The S&OC shall contain the historical and 
current calibration parameters, coefficients, and 
3.4.1.2.1.5 
The DMS shall receive user-specified Calibration 
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algorithms needed to transform raw engineering and 
science telemetry into calibrated measurements 
expressed in standard units.   
Reference Data. 
 
 
3.4.2.1.5 
The DMS shall store Calibration Reference Data in the 
Science Data Archive. 
 
3.3.1.12.12  S&OC Archive Copies 
 
GS-198  The S&OC shall produce and retain a 
second, safe copy of all JWST data sets archived.   
3.3.4.1.2.1 
The FOS shall maintain a verified copy of the contents of 
the Engineering Data Archive and Engineering Archive 
Catalog on long-term archive storage media at a safe site. 
 
 
3.3.4.1.2.2 
The FOS shall be able to restore the contents of the 
Engineering Data Archive and Engineering Archive 
Catalog from the long-term archive storage media. 
 
 
3.4.2.2.1 
The DMS shall maintain a verified copy of the contents of 
the Science Data Archive and Science Archive Catalog on 
long-term archive storage media at a safe site. 
 
 
3.4.2.2.2 
The DMS shall be able to restore the contents of the 
Science Data Archive and Science Archive Catalog from 
the long-term archive storage media. 
 
3.3.1.12.13  S&OC Archive of Operational 
Software and Databases 
 
GS-323  The S&OC shall maintain a verified copy of 
all operational software and databases on long-term 
archive storage media at a safe site.  
3.4.1.3.3.2 
The DMS shall exchange Software/DB Archive Packages 
with the PRDS. 
 
 
3.4.1.3.2.5 
The DMS shall exchange Software/DB Archive Packages 
with the FOS. 
 
 
3.4.1.3.1.3 
The DMS shall exchange Software/DB Archive Packages 
with the PPS. 
 
 
3.3.1.5.2.5 
The FOS shall exchange Software/DB Archive Packages 
with the DMS. 
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3.2.1.3.2.3 
The PPS shall exchange Software/DB Archive Packages 
with the DMS. 
 
 
3.4.1.1.3 
The DMS shall be able to restore all operational DMS 
software and databases from the long-term archive storage 
media. 
 
 
3.5.1.1.3 
The PRDS shall maintain a verified copy of all operational 
PRDS software and databases, including the Project 
Reference Database, on long-term archive storage media at 
a safe site.  
 
 
3.3.1.2.1 
The FOS shall maintain a verified copy of all operational 
FOS software and databases on long-term archive storage 
media at a safe site.  
 
 
3.2.1.1.3 
The PPS shall be able to restore all operational PPS 
software and databases from the long-term archive storage 
media. 
 
 
3.2.1.1.2 
The PPS shall maintain a verified copy of all operational 
PPS software and databases on long-term archive storage 
media at a safe site.  
 
 
3.4.1.1.2 
The DMS shall maintain a verified copy of all operational 
DMS software and databases on long-term archive storage 
media at a safe site.  
 
 
3.3.1.2.2 
The FOS shall be able to restore all operational FOS 
software and databases from the long-term archive storage 
media. 
 
 
3.5.1.1.4 
The PRDS shall be able to restore all operational PRDS 
software and databases, including the Project Reference 
Database, from the long-term archive storage media. 
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3.5.1.3.1.1 
The PRDS shall exchange Software/DB Archive Packages 
with the DMS. 
 
3.3.2 Institutional  Systems 
 
3.3.2.1 Operations  Support 
 
3.3.2.1.1 Operational  Orbit 
 
GS-232  The Institutional Systems shall support an 
operational orbit of the second Lagrange (L2) point 
of the Sun-Earth system.  
3.2.1.2.5.1 
The PPS shall receive Mission Planning Data in the format 
specified in the JWST S&OC Element to Institutional 
Systems Element Interface Control Document, JWST-
IRCD-002970. 
 
 
3.3.2.2.1.2 
The FOS shall process Predicted Ephemeris Data for uplink 
to the Observatory.  
 
 
3.2.3.1.1.3 
The PPS shall use Predicted Ephemeris Data in planning 
JWST operations.  
 
 
3.2.3.1.1.4 
The PPS shall ensure that operations are planned in a 
manner consistent with the JWST operational orbit about 
the second Lagrange (L2) point of the Sun-Earth system. 
 
 
3.2.1.3.1.2 
The PPS shall receive Mission Planning Data from the 
FOS. 
 
 
3.3.1.5.1.2 
The FOS shall send Mission Planning Data to the PPS. 
 
3.3.2.1.2  Institutional Systems Support of 
Science Mission Lifetime 
 
GS-233  The Institutional Systems shall support a 
science mission lifetime, after commissioning of a 
minimum of five years.  
 
3.3.2.1.3  Institutional Systems Support for 
Mission Operations  
 
GS-236  The Institutional Systems shall be used to 
maintain and operate the JWST Observatory from 
launch to the end of the mission. 
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3.3.2.1.4 Institutional Systems Information 
Exchange with Observatory 
 
GS-325  The Institutional Systems shall exchange 
information with the JWST Observatory in 
accordance with the JWST Flight Observatory to 
Ground Segment Interface Requirements Document 
(JWST-IRD-000696). 
 
3.3.2.1.5  Institutional Systems Science Data 
Volume Handling 
 
GS-239  The Institutional Systems shall be capable 
of receiving and processing 229 Gigabits of science 
data during a normal operations contact. 
 
3.3.2.1.6 Institutional  Systems  Engineering 
Data Volume Handling 
 
GS-240  The Institutional Systems shall be capable 
of receiving and processing 6.3 Gigabits of 
uncompressed recorded engineering data during a 
normal operations contact. 
 
3.3.2.1.7 Institutional  Systems Data Reception 
for Missed Contact 
 
GS-326  The Institutional Systems shall be capable 
of receiving and processing 471 Gigabits of science 
and engineering data in the event of a missed contact. 
 
3.3.2.1.8 Institutional Systems Observatory 
Subsystem Performance Calibration 
 
GS-327  The Institutional Systems shall provide the 
capability to calibrate the performance of 
Observatory. 
3.3.4.1.1.5 
The FOS shall store Observatory Subsystem Calibration 
Data in the Engineering Data Archive. 
 
 
3.2.5.1.2 
The PPS shall provide a period of at least 21 days with no 
momentum unloads during the transfer of the Observatory 
to the operational orbit. 
 
 
3.3.2.2.1.4 
The FOS shall process Observatory Subsystem Calibration 
Data that is generated by the GSFC Flight Dynamics 
Facility (FDF). 
 
 
3.3.1.4.5.3 
The FOS shall receive Observatory Subsystem Calibration 
Data from the FDF in accordance with the JWST S&OC 
Element to Institutional Systems Element Interface Control 
Document, JWST-IRCD-002970. 
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3.3.2.2 Communications  Support 
 
3.3.2.2.1  Institutional Systems Support of 
Daily Contact Time 
 
GS-271  The Institutional Systems shall provide a 
minimum of 4 hours of contact time per day with the 
Observatory during Normal Operations. 
3.3.2.1.1.1 
The FOS shall plan daily communications contacts with 
JWST via the DSN as specified in the JWST S&OC 
Element to Institutional Systems Element Interface Control 
Document, JWST-IRCD-002970. 
 
3.3.2.2.2  Institutional Systems Support of 
S&OC Unattended Operations 
 
GS-238  The Institutional Systems shall support the 
unattended operational mode of the S&OC.   
 
3.3.2.2.3 DSN  Antenna 
 
GS-272  The Institutional Systems shall provide a 
DSN 34 meter diameter antenna as specified in 
Section 3.1.5 of the JWST Flight Observatory to 
Ground Segment Interface Requirements Document 
(JWST-IRD-000696). 
3.3.1.4.4.5 
The FOS shall exchange DSN Communications Data with 
the DSN in accordance with the JWST S&OC Element to 
Institutional Systems Element Interface Control Document, 
JWST-IRCD-002970. 
 
 
3.3.1.4.4.1 
The FOS shall send DSN Schedule Requests to the Deep 
Space Network (DSN) in accordance with the JWST S&OC 
Element to Institutional Systems Element Interface Control 
Document, JWST-IRCD-002970. 
 
 
3.3.1.4.4.3 
The FOS shall send Observatory Command Data to the 
DSN in accordance with the JWST S&OC Element to 
Institutional Systems Element Interface Control Document, 
JWST-IRCD-002970. 
 
 
3.3.1.4.4.4 
The FOS shall receive Observatory Telemetry Data from 
the DSN in accordance with the JWST S&OC Element to 
Institutional Systems Element Interface Control Document, 
JWST-IRCD-002970. 
 
 
3.3.1.4.4.2 
The FOS shall receive DSN Contact Schedules from the 
DSN in accordance with the JWST S&OC Element to 
Institutional Systems Element Interface Control Document, 
JWST-IRCD-002970. 
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3.3.1.4.4.6 
The FOS shall receive DSN Status Data from the DSN in 
accordance with the JWST S&OC Element to Institutional 
Systems Element Interface Control Document, JWST-
IRCD-002970. 
 
3.3.2.2.4  Institutional Systems Support of RF 
Link Margins 
 
GS-270  The Institutional Systems shall support the 
RF link margins as specified in Section 3.1.1 of the 
Flight Observatory to Ground Segment IRD (JWST-
IRD-000696). 
 
3.3.2.2.5 Institutional  Systems  S-Band 
Support through Primary Mirror 
Phasing 
 
GS-234  The Institutional Systems shall be capable 
of continuous forward and return link S-band link 
communications from launch until the completion of 
Primary Mirror Phasing activities. 
 
3.3.2.2.6 Institutional  Systems  Ka-Band 
Support through Primary Mirror 
Phasing 
 
GS-235  The Institutional Systems shall be capable 
of continuous return Ka-band link communications 
from High Gain Antenna deployment to completion 
of primary mirror phasing.   
 
3.3.2.2.7  Institutional Systems Normal 
Operations Availability 
 
GS-241  The Institutional Systems shall operate at 
equal to or greater than 95% availability during 
normal operations. 
 
3.3.2.2.8  Institutional Systems Support to 
Alternate S&OC Facility 
 
GS-242  The Institutional Systems shall support 
interfaces to an alternate S&OC facility as specified 
in the JWST Science & Operations Center to 
Institutional Systems Element Interface Control 
Document (JWST-ICD-002970). 
 
3.3.2.2.9 Institutional  Systems  S-Band 
Emergency Services 
 
GS-274  The Institutional Systems shall, after the 
commissioning phase, be able to obtain extended 
forward and return S-band service in order to respond 
to Observatory emergencies. 
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3.3.2.2.10 Institutional  Systems  Emergency 
Service Response Time 
 
GS-275  The Institutional Systems shall have a 
response time for obtaining S-band emergency 
services of two hours or less. 
 
3.3.2.2.11 Institutional  Systems  Emergency 
Service Continuity 
 
GS-276  The Institutional Systems shall support 24 
hours per day, seven days per week communications 
for the duration of the Observatory emergency. 
 
3.3.2.2.12 Institutional  Systems  Ka-Band 
Emergency Service 
 
GS-277  The Institutional Systems shall be able to 
obtain extended return Ka-band service in order to 
respond to emergencies. 
 
3.3.2.3 Command  Support 
 
3.3.2.3.1  Institutional Systems Support of S-
Band Uplink 
 
GS-243  The Institutional Systems shall provide an 
S-Band uplink as specified in Section 3.1.3 of the 
Flight Observatory to Ground Segment Interface 
Requirements Document (JWST-RQMT-00696). 
 
3.3.2.3.2  Institutional Systems Command 
Uplink 
 
GS-244  The Institutional Systems shall uplink 
commands to the Observatory.  
 
3.3.2.3.3  Institutional Systems Low Rate 
Command Uplink 
 
GS-245  The Institutional Systems shall provide a 
low rate command uplink of 250 bps.   
3.3.3.2.4.5 
The FOS shall provide a capability to send Observatory 
Command Data at a low data rate of 250 bps as specified in 
the JWST Flight Observatory to Ground Segment Interface 
Requirements and Control Document, JWST-IRCD-
000696. 
 
3.3.2.3.4  Institutional Systems Medium Rate 
Command Uplink 
 
GS-246  The Institutional Systems shall provide a 
medium rate command uplink of 2 Kbps. 
3.3.3.2.4.6 
The FOS shall provide a capability to send Observatory 
Command Data at a medium data rate of 2 Kbps as 
specified in the JWST Flight Observatory to Ground 
Segment Interface Requirements and Control Document, 
JWST-IRCD-000696.
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3.3.2.3.5  Institutional Systems High Rate 
Command Uplink 
 
GS-247  The Institutional Systems shall provide a 
high rate command uplink of 16 Kbps.   
3.3.3.2.4.7 
The FOS shall provide a capability to send Observatory 
Command Data at a high data rate of 16 Kbps as specified 
in the JWST Flight Observatory to Ground Segment 
Interface Requirements and Control Document, JWST-
IRCD-000696. 
 
3.3.2.3.6  Institutional Systems Command BER 
 
GS-301  The Institutional Systems shall support a 
command BER of less than 1E-7 as specified in 
Section 3.1.3 of the JWST Flight Observatory to 
Ground Segment Interface Requirements Document 
(JWST-IRD-000696). 
 
3.3.2.4 Data  Receiving 
 
3.3.2.4.1  Institutional Systems CFDP Support 
of Stored Data Downlink 
 
GS-248  The Institutional Systems shall utilize the 
CFDP for downlink of stored science data and 
engineering telemetry as specified in Section 3.2.3 of 
the JWST Flight Observatory to Ground Segment 
Interface Requirements Document (JWST-IRD-
000696).   
 
3.3.2.4.2  Institutional Systems CCSDS 
Support of Real-Time Engineering 
Telemetry 
 
GS-249  The Institutional Systems shall support 
CCSDS protocol for real-time downlink of 
engineering telemetry as specified in Section 3.2.3 of 
the JWST Flight Observatory to Ground Segment 
Interface Requirements Document (JWST-IRD-
00696).   
 
3.3.2.4.3  Institutional Systems Support of 
Decoding 
 
GS-250  The Institutional Systems shall support 
Reed-Solomon and convolutional decoding as 
specified in Section 3.2.1of the Flight Observatory to 
Ground Interface Requirements Document (JWST-
IRD-000696). 
 
3.3.2.4.4  Institutional Systems Decoding of 
Data Encoding 
 
GS-251 The  Institutional  Systems shall decode   
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Observatory CCSDS randomization encoding data as 
specified in Section 3.2.3 of the Flight Observatory 
to Ground Segment Interface Requirements 
Document (JWST-IRD-000696). 
3.3.2.4.5  Institutional Systems NAK 
Generation 
 
GS-330  The Institutional Systems shall generate 
CFDP NAKs as specified in the JWST Science & 
Operations Center Element to Institutional Systems 
Element Interface Control Document (JWST-ICD-
002970). 
 
3.3.2.4.6  Institutional Systems Support of Low 
Rate Downlink 
 
GS-252  The Institutional Systems shall support an 
S-band low rate downlink with characteristics as 
specified in Section 3.3.2 of the JWST Flight 
Observatory to Ground Segment Interface 
Requirements Document (JWST-IRD-000696). 
 
3.3.2.4.7  Institutional Systems Support of S-
Band Low Rate HGA Usage 
 
GS-253  The Institutional Systems shall be 
compatible with usage of the HGA with a S-band 
low rate as specified in Section 3.3.2 of the Flight 
Observatory to Ground Segment Interface 
Requirements Document (JWST-IRD-000696).   
 
3.3.2.4.8  Institutional Systems Support of S-
Band Low Rate LGA Usage near 
Earth 
 
GS-254  The Institutional Systems shall be 
compatible with a Near Earth usage of the LGA with 
a S-Band low rate downlink as specified in Section 
3.3.2 of the Flight Observatory to Ground Interface 
Requirements Document (JWST-IRD-000696).  
 
3.3.2.4.9  Institutional Systems Support of S-
Band Low Rate LGA Usage near L2 
 
GS-255  The Institutional Systems shall be 
compatible with a L2 usage of the LGA with a S-
band low rate downlink as specified in Section 3.3.2 
of the Flight Observatory to Ground Segment 
Interface Requirements Document (JWST-IRD-
000696).   
 
3.3.2.4.10  Institutional Systems Support of Ka-
Band High Rate Downlink 
 
GS-256  The Institutional Systems shall support a 
Ka-Band high rate downlink with characteristics as 
specified in Section 3.3.2 of the JWST Flight 
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Observatory to Ground Segment Interface 
Requirements Document (JWST-IRD-000696). 
3.3.2.4.11  Institutional Systems Support of 
Different High Rate Downlink Rates 
 
GS-257  The Institutional Systems shall support high 
rate downlink rates of 7, 14, 28 Megabits per second 
as specified in Section 3.3.2 of the JWST Flight 
Observatory to Ground Segment Interface 
Requirements Document (JWST-IRD-000696). 
3.3.3.3.2.5 
The FOS shall be capable of continuously receiving 
Observatory Telemetry Data from the DSN at data rates of 
up to 50 Mbps as specified in the JWST S&OC Element to 
Institutional Systems Element Interface Control Document, 
JWST-IRCD-002970. 
 
3.3.2.4.12  Institutional Systems Telemetry BER 
 
GS-331  The Institutional Systems shall support a 
combined telemetry BER for Ka-band and S-band of 
less than 1E-7 as specified in Section 3.1.2 and 
Section 3.1.3 of the JWST Flight Observatory to 
Ground Segment IRD (JWST-IRD-000696). 
 
3.3.2.4.13  Institutional Systems Support of 
Real-Time Data 
 
GS-332  The Institutional Systems shall be capable 
of receiving and processing of at least 40 Kbps of 
real-time engineering data concurrently with 
recorded data. 
 
3.3.2.4.14 Institutional Systems Receiving of 
Interleaved Data 
 
GS-333  The Institutional Systems shall be able to 
receive interleaved real-time engineering and stored 
recorded engineering and science data via the Ka-
band link. 
 
3.3.2.5  Data Forwarding to S&OC 
 
3.3.2.5.1  Institutional Systems Separation of 
Interleaved Data 
 
GS-335  The Institutional Systems shall generate, 
from interleaved data, separate real-time engineering 
and stored engineering streams for forwarding to the 
S&OC. 
 
3.3.2.5.2  Institutional Systems Forwarding of 
Engineering Data  
 
GS-260  The Institutional Systems shall forward to 
the S&OC, real-time JWST engineering data within 
one minute of being received at a ground station.   
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3.3.2.5.3  Institutional Systems Start of 
Forwarding of Stored Engineering 
Data 
 
GS-263  The Institutional Systems shall start the 
forwarding of JWST processed stored engineering 
data within 15 minutes of receipt. 
 
3.3.2.5.4  Institutional Systems Completion of 
Forwarding of Stored Engineering 
Data 
 
GS-336  The Institutional Systems shall complete the 
forwarding of JWST processed stored engineering 
data within 2 hours of receipt. 
 
3.3.2.5.5  Institutional Systems Start of 
Forwarding of Stored Science Data 
 
GS-262  The Institutional Systems shall start the 
forwarding of JWST processed stored science data 
within 2 hours of receipt. 
 
3.3.2.5.6  Institutional Systems Completion of 
Forwarding of Stored Science Data 
 
GS-261  The Institutional Systems shall complete the 
forwarding of processed stored science data to the 
S&OC within 8 hours of receipt. 
 
3.3.2.5.7  Institutional Systems Stored Science 
Data Delivery Percentage 
 
GS-337  The Institutional Systems shall deliver to the 
S&OC a minimum of 99.5% of all stored science 
data received from the Observatory. 
3.3.3.3.1.1 
The FOS shall receive and identify Recorded Observatory 
Telemetry Data files from the DSN. 
 
3.3.2.5.8 Institutional  Systems  Stored 
Engineering Data Delivery 
Percentage 
 
GS-338  The Institutional Systems shall deliver to the 
S&OC a minimum of 99.5% of all stored engineering 
data received from the Observatory. 
 
3.3.2.6 Institutional  Systems Data Retention 
 
3.3.2.6.1 Institutional Systems Short-Term 
Science Data Retention 
 
GS-258  The Institutional Systems shall provide 
short-term science data retention services.  Data will 
be stored for up to 30 days or until custody has been 
transferred.  
3.3.3.3.1.2 
The FOS shall provide a capability to request retransfer of 
Recorded Observatory Telemetry Data from the DSN. 
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3.3.2.6.2 Institutional Systems Short-Term 
Engineering Data Retention 
 
GS-259  The Institutional Systems shall provide 
short-term engineering data retention services.  Data 
will be stored for up to 30 days or until custody has 
been transferred. 
3.3.3.3.1.2 
The FOS shall provide a capability to request retransfer of 
Recorded Observatory Telemetry Data from the DSN. 
 
3.3.2.7 Institutional  Systems  Wavefront 
Control 
 
3.3.2.7.1 Institutional  Systems  WFS&C 
Executive Subsystem’s Algorithms 
 
GS-340  The Institutional Systems' WFS&C 
Executive Subsystem shall contain the algorithms 
needed to perform wavefront error detection and 
correction as specified in the WFS&C Executive to 
Algorithms IRD (JPL Document # - TBD).. 
 
3.3.2.7.2 Institutional  Systems  WFS&C 
Executive Subsystem’s Execution and 
Generation 
 
GS-341  The Institutional Systems' WFS&C 
Executive Subsystem shall analyze Wavefront 
Sensing image data and generate WFS&C command 
content. 
3.3.2.2.1.5 
The FOS shall process Mirror Update Requests for uplink 
to the Observatory.  
 
3.3.2.7.3 Institutional  Systems  WFS&C 
Executive Subsystem Primary 
Mirror Segment Configuration 
 
GS-342  The Institutional Systems' WFS&C 
Executive Subsystem shall maintain the current 
configuration of each Primary Mirror segment. 
 
3.3.2.7.4 Institutional  Systems  WFS&C 
Actuator Commands 
 
GS-343  The Institutional Systems' WFS&C 
Executive Subsystem shall verify that the generated 
actuator commands do not result in violations of 
Primary Mirror operations limits. 
 
3.3.2.8 Institutional  Systems  Flight 
Dynamics Support 
 
3.3.2.8.1  Institutional Systems Use of S-band 
for Ranging 
 
GS-264  The Institutional Systems shall provide S-
band link for ranging the Observatory.  
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3.3.2.8.2  Institutional Systems Performance of 
Orbit Transfer, Determination and 
Ranging 
 
GS-265  The Institutional Systems shall perform 
transfer orbit, operational orbit determination, and 
ranging functions as specified in Section 3.3.5 of the 
Flight Observatory to Ground Segment Interface 
Requirements Document (JWST-IRD-000696).  
3.3.1.5.1.3 
The FOS shall receive Predicted Attitude Plans from the 
PPS. 
 
 
3.3.1.4.5.1 
The FOS shall send Mission Data Products to the GSFC 
Flight Dynamics Facility (FDF) in accordance with the 
JWST S&OC Element to Institutional Systems Element 
Interface Control Document, JWST-IRCD-002970. 
 
 
3.2.1.3.1.3 
The PPS shall send Predicted Attitude Plans to the FOS. 
 
 
3.2.3.2.2.6 
The PPS shall generate a Predicted Attitude Plan covering 
at least 22 days of planned operations following a planned 
station-keeping maneuver. 
 
 
3.2.1.2.5.2 
The PPS shall generate Predicted Attitude Plans in the 
format specified in the JWST S&OC Element to 
Institutional Systems Element Interface Control Document, 
JWST-IRCD-002970. 
 
3.3.2.8.3  Institutional Systems Providing of 
Ephemeris and Planning Products 
 
GS-266  The Institutional Systems shall provide 
Flight Dynamics information as specified in the 
JWST Science & Operations Center to Institutional 
Systems Element Interface Control Document (Flight 
Dynamics Facility) (JWST-ICD-003502). 
3.3.2.2.1.1 
The FOS shall generate Mission Data Products. 
 
 
3.3.1.4.5.2 
The FOS shall receive Mission Planning Data from the FDF 
in accordance with the JWST S&OC Element to 
Institutional Systems Element Interface Control Document, 
JWST-IRCD-002970. 
 
3.3.2.8.4  Institutional Systems Planning of 
Station-keeping Maneuvers 
 
GS-267  The Institutional Systems shall plan for 
station-keeping maneuvers as frequently as every 22 
days as specified in the JWST Science & Operations 
Center to Institutional Systems Element Interface 
Control Document (Flight Dynamics Facility) 
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(JWST-ICD-003502). 
3.3.2.8.5  Institutional Systems Tracking of 
Observatory Post LV Separation 
 
GS-268  The Institutional Systems shall provide 
continuous tracking of the Observatory within 45 
minutes post LV separation through separation plus 5 
days.   
 
3.3.2.8.6  Institutional Systems Execution of 
MCC1 
 
GS-269  The Institutional Systems shall be able to 
calculate the MCC1 maneuver within 8 hours after 
spacecraft separation.    
 
3.3.2.8.7 Institutional  Systems  Spacecraft 
Reorientation for Momentum 
Unloading 
 
GS-206  The Institutional Systems shall determine 
the optimum attitude for each momentum unloading 
event as specified in the JWST Science & Operations 
Center to Institutional Systems Element Interface 
Control Document (Flight Dynamics Facility) 
(JWST-ICD-003502).  
3.2.3.1.1.11 
The PPS shall plan momentum unload activities (TBD). 
 
 
3.2.3.2.1.7 
The PPS shall schedule momentum unload activities at an 
attitude determined by an algorithm specified in JWST-
TBD (TBD). 
 
3.3.3 Common  Systems 
 
3.3.3.1 Operations  Support 
 
3.3.3.1.1  Common Command and Telemetry 
System 
 
GS-223  The Common Systems shall provide a 
common commanding and telemetry processing 
system to be used for development through 
subsystem integration and test. 
 
3.3.3.1.2 Project  Reference  Database 
 
GS-346  The Common Systems shall contain the 
Project Reference Data Base of all JWST descriptors, 
commands, parameters, algorithms, characteristics, 
scripts, and other data and information required for 
I&T of the Observatory as specified in the JWST 
Project Reference Database Subsystem to External 
Users Interface Control Document (JWST-ICD-
002971). 
 
3.3.3.1.2.1  I&T Exclusive Source for 
Configured Data 
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GS-192  The Common Systems shall provide the 
Project Reference Database to be used as the baseline 
database, to provide an initial source of configured 
data and to provide a basis for tracking changes, for 
subsystems and higher-level integration and test. 
3.5.2.1.4 
The PRDS shall provide tools that assist in management of 
local repositories of Project Reference Data at external, 
remote sites. 
 
3.3.3.1.2.2 I&T  Data  Exchange 
 
GS-193  The Common Systems shall exchange 
Project Reference Database data with external 
entities during I&T in accordance with the JWST 
Project Reference Database Subsystem to External 
Users Interface Control Document (JWST-ICD-
002971). 
 
3.3.3.2  Common Systems Data Handling 
 
3.3.3.2.1  Common Systems Support of All 
Data Types 
 
GS-215  The Common Systems shall be capable of 
formatting and transmitting all data types required to 
support planned Observatory I&T activities.     
 
3.3.3.2.2  Common Systems Support of Data 
Downlink 
 
GS-218  The Common Systems shall support CFDP 
downlink formats as specified in Section 3.2.3 of the 
JWST Flight Observatory to Ground Segment 
Interface Requirements Document (JWST-IRD-
000696).   
 
3.3.3.2.3  Common Systems CCSDS Support of 
Low-Rate Telemetry 
 
GS-219  The Common Systems shall support 
CCSDS protocol for real-time downlink of 
engineering telemetry as specified in Section 3.2.3 of 
the JWST Flight Observatory to Ground Segment 
Interface Requirements Document (JWST-IRD-
00696).   
 
3.3.3.3  Common Systems Commanding 
 
3.3.3.3.1  Common Systems Command 
Generation 
 
GS-229  The Common Systems shall generate real-
time commands sent to the Observatory in the I&T 
environment. 
 
3.3.3.3.2  Common Systems Command 
Verification 
 
GS-230  The Common Systems shall verify 
command receipt by the Observatory in the I&T 
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environment.   
3.3.3.3.3  Common Systems Support of 
Command Uplink 
 
GS-217  The Common Systems shall utilize COP-1 
and CFDP for command uplink as specified in the 
JWST Flight Observatory to Ground Segment 
Interface Requirements Document (JWST-RQMT-
00696).   
 
3.3.3.3.4  Common Systems Command 
Encryption 
 
GS-228  The Common Systems shall have the 
capability to encrypt commands sent to the 
Observatory in the I&T environment.  
 
3.3.3.4  Monitoring of Data 
 
3.3.3.4.1  Common Systems Observatory 
Health and Safety Monitoring 
 
GS-220  The Common Systems shall be able to 
monitor real-time Observatory health and safety 
conditions in the I&T environment. 
 
3.3.3.4.2  Common Systems Observatory I&T 
Compliance Monitoring 
 
GS-221  The Common Systems shall monitor JWST 
Observatory status for compliance with planned I&T 
operations.   
 
3.3.3.5  Common Systems Health and Safety 
Protection 
 
3.3.3.5.1  Common Systems Health and Safety 
Protections 
 
GS-224  The Common Systems health and safety 
protections shall preclude the violation of hardware 
and software constraints.  
 
3.3.3.5.2  Common Systems Health and Safety 
Overrides 
 
GS-225  The Common Systems shall require 
deliberate overrides to hardware and software 
restrictions that normally prevent non-standard 
commanding to or configurations of Observatory 
components.  
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3.3.3.6  Common Systems Archives 
 
3.3.3.6.1  Common Systems Support of 
Onboard Software Updates 
 
GS-216  The Common Systems shall store, archive 
and provide the capability to update onboard 
computer software, tables and data loads. 
 
3.3.3.6.2  Archive of I&T Data 
 
GS-226  The Common Systems shall provide an 
archive of specified telemetry data during integration 
and test.  
 
3.3.3.6.3  Catalog of I&T Data  
 
GS-227  The Common Systems shall successfully 
archive and maintain an on-line catalog of at least 
99% of all real-time engineering data received in 
I&T for 7 days. 
 
 